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mere aeu:ty. Aside from l!ie gieii
Hiat the river will continue to
George llurnhani. Jr., former general
t
Citizen May 30. The vindicative a
d.lllKll'i s U'JI I."
Til"
like a man who had traveled far on cut off.
(lassies, and' thinking only of
days, and probably longlise
reply of Mr. Ilagerman to the
counsel o f the Mutual Reserve Life
ur i Ituth
.Miss Fulton, Klyiii. both legs tut
death v. ere Marion
a ili'ediy road and having gained the
books
healthy and
er, lie has received reports nf a
president was also published a
Insurance company, who Is serving a
and tlie servants were Mule Dil- ki summit looked back over Ins off.
of the day, it is easy to plek out many
Albuquerque
and
heavy
ram
at
Hagei iiiau
In re.
penitentiary for
The
letter a
term in Sing-Siiiter and Till;. Month on.
Mr. Leslie. i:i:ia. one foot cut off.
pathway and found that tie had gain- which run really serve as tract, be-- i
r.ver
along
delast
the
points
In
a
a
general
other
smile
all
caused
larceny.
off.
grand
legs
CUt
loT
In attempting to resinMiss Suppc. both
ed mil llillg.
cause they possess what many avwed'
snow
fallen
iiigiil
t metils.
has
a
much
never
Washington
and
pai
Si
Injuries.
h:
was
so
Avery,
Mrs.
Per
easy
internal
children.
In
din
tor
his
i.'oi
He leaned back
chair
tl lets ami treatises no n il. II, e prime;
111
these
i n. ii i'
in the mountains. Wllh
tlie a
was greatly interested
i To.ionu.i: r
severely burned as I" be in a
M'ss lialm. Klvria. Internal Injuries.
in his room in his private Jail, once
liU.ilily of l.eii.g interesting
M PREME COI RT.
conditions he U Certain that
l
matter and considers the Ha- - a
critical condition.
'il l lllhl ill II, Perry. Ohio.
Ur
the home nt his, colleague III politics,
lien
Buffalo, N. Y.. M ly Si. Th autothere i.4 consldi i u hie more wagertnan affair a closed Incident, a
Mr. Schiller and two gues's a Ma nr Schmitz. and a slight
sigh liaiily hurl.
oiiM iitiiui (liancil.
ter to come down the Rio Granmobile tax pajnient expires today,
The president is not in Wash- - a
were also seereibuine. t and
escaped him.
Charles Porter, K ria, both feel
Tulsa, 1. T., May 31. The third;
de.
will
until
not
return
the question will n w be taken diand
ington
and
grows cut off.
four ntiier ser ill's sustained te- a
largest
elephant
"The
republican
convention as-- !
district
While the river I stationary a rect to the supreme court for judicial
At the executive a
next week.
injuries.
e of Rev. J. P.
Mrs. J. P. Salla.
ai y nf the zoo, they say," he said
seinbled to :ay instead of yesterday, a el'e
a
Air.
today.
thinks
Folleti
Keuethk. counsel
here
decision. Judge
oflice and ut the department of- a
Tlie house was the residence
smiling, "so you can't biame me if Salla. Elriu, arm I" Ken and gashed
tlie day first selected. The change
will start again a for the parlies uiteiesied. claims that
that the ile
tlie Interior, there were no com- a
of Jacob
Rothschild. - which
this piaee rather wears on ine at in' hip.
twenty-fouwas made out nf respect to the G. A.
a the ordinance is a violation of tliu
r
hours.
a
within tile
ments.
Schifter had rented.
ittesbrmk. boih
lyei.lie Porter, nf
tunes.
It., who spent the day in decorating
state motor vehicle law.
To know Ruef Is to like him. His
cu'-- off.
the grave of the veterans.
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SUPPLIES

HELP WANTED
that is your
crying need, a want ml In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
wire you of plenty of employes.

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOAN9.

SUNDAY,

Brnslips,
Soap, Nail
Kclssors,
Bruslio, Manicure
Corn Plasters,
Corn I'llcs,
Mitunpoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powder. Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc

WANTED.
On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
VAXTKD Second girl for Valley Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
Ranch. Address R. 11. Sims. Pecos, also on SALARIES AND WARI
New Mexico.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as fll
WANTED Situation as child's nurse. and as high as 1200. Loans art
Apply nt the Le Veta, room 7. Mis quickly made and strictly
private
Louise Hitchcock.
Time: One month to one year given
WANTED Hoarders by the week in Goods remain In your possession
private family; also have a nicely Our rates are reasonable. Call and
Apply
furnished room for rent.
see us before borrowing.
Mrs. Jobson303 NorthEdltn.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
second.WANTED
Gentleman's
Steamship
tickets to and from ai'
6
61
No.
clothing.
South
First
hand
parts of the world.
street, south of viaduct. Bend adRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
303 'i West Railroad Ave.
proprietor.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED People who want some-thinOpen ETenlngs.
to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an PROFESSIONAL CARDS
hundred fold.
Wantedgoodposition s jot eomposioffice. First class man.
tor In
LAWYERS.
Don't drink and can Rive best of
references. Man of family. Would
Ira M. Bond.
prefer to work under contract.
AT LAW, U F.8t.
ATTORNEY
City,
Morgan
W.
L.
Gray.
Write
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
La. State salary when writing.
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
WANTED To buy live teams or ten letter patents, trade marks, claims
single driving horses; must be
R. W. I). Bryan.
sound and city broke. Bring aniATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
West Tijeraa avenue, between 11a. que, N. M. Office, First Nation
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock Bank building.
p. m.
E. W. Dobton.
MEN WANTED.
Offles
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. it
day. if you are looking for a Job
put a want ad in The Evening CitiDENTISTS.
zen's want column and it will do
the rest.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Kill RENT.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
40S North
housekeeping.
Second over O'Rielly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mali.
street.
brick house
FOR RENT Four-rooEdmund J. Alger, D. D. &
close In, 115. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Offlc
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Room 10. Armijo building.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:ti
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house- p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South point ments made by mall.
Broadway.
V. M. SIIKRIDAN. M. D.
FOR RENT Nice, airy front room,
on first floor; everything modern; Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
good location.
Apply 416 South
Occidental Life Building. Tele
Third street.
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
DR. R. L. 11LS1
two blocks south of postofhVe; with
X. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office.
or without board. Mrs. T. JohnTuberculosis treated with High
ston, 507 South Second street.
Current and
Frequency Electrical
e
FOR RENT Newly furnished
rooms, modern bath, half Germicide. Treatmentsp. given each
m. Trainee
olock from Railroad avenue. "The dav from 8 a. m. to 4
Granada,"
Second nurse in attendance. Both phones.
114'.a North

"MAYBELLE GILMAN
ITIVELY

SAYS

s

m

.

Special Excursions
VIA

L3
10

Illinois, Iowa. Kan
.
SHOEING
HORSE.
its MitiiiKHii. Miniu'xila. .MisMiiui!
North mill south Dukolu s Mild
It is something of a trick to shoe ltllsill.
Dates of sale June 15. 16. 17. 22
a horse at all; it In a work of art to
23, 24, 2H. 3d. July 1. 2, 3. 4. 5, 6. Id
shoe him well.
12. 1. 2", and 21.
11.
Final return
Yhe work of the horteshoer U lm
yortant. His function is great. The limit October 31st.
efficiency of a horse depends largely
on the manner In which he Is shod.
If he is Ehod badly or unselenliflcal- Philadelphia and Return
ly he doesn't feel right, Is likely to
go lame, and Is sure to do his work
ill. On the other hand, if he is prop,
$59,25
erly shod he is pretty certain to give
a good account of himself.
The use
Tic
on
11. 12 and 13
sale
kets
fulness of a horse depends largely on Return limit Juiy July
23rd. l!y depositing
the condition of his feet and the this ticket and paying
II it may be
condition of his feet depends largely extended to have Philadelphia
up to
on the way he Is shod.
The sort of and Including July 31st.
shoeing that is wholly right for one
horse Is whoWy wrong for another
horse. What is one horse's meat in
Satt Lake City and Return
the matter of shoes is another horse's
poison.
The need for the exercise of the
$31.95
keenest Judgment in the business of
horseshoeing Is constant and great.
With common sense the horseshoer
Tickets on a!e June 1, 3. and 4. re
ought to combine scientific know
turn limit thirty days from date of
dge. quick perceptions and careful I stle.
training.
If you own a horse, try
"''h A- Ffhnk, 315 West Copper, the
A
ill

-1

-

the musical numbers, but did not disappoint. Her dulcet voice and the
THE "SHYER
witchery of her ways won the house
at once. When she sang, "1 Want to
a Man, I Do." the real
atSUPPER" LAST NIGHT Marry
tractiveness of the dainty singer was
most evident, even though she may
have caused some pleasant embarrassment to the dignified personages in
d
the
row by her personal
pleading appeals.
The work of George) E. Mack, as
Anthony Tweedlepunch,
the showman, phrenologist,
hypnotist
and
palmist, caused buttons to fly off of
tight garments all over the house.
Every time he cracked a smile or
a joke a shower of buttons came
pelting down from the balcony. The
d
members of the
row suffered most and more than one of that
hairless group bears the dent of a
button on his skull today.
When any man Is as funny as
Mack he ought to be made to repair
the damage he does to people. Two
or three persons who have never
been known to smile before
yesterday and are suffering
from the reaction today.
It Is needless to recite the virtues
of the various other members of the
cist. They all made good and made
a hit and they know it as well as
those who applauded them.
The dancing of the chorus. the
singing, the costumes, the scenery
were all satisfactory In every way.
The unique and lightning change of
scene In the second act caused the
audience to gnsp.
The great feature of Florodora was
the double sextet, of course. Six tall,
sylph-lik- e
ladies and six young undertakers executed the notes and figures of this pleasing and popular
feature in a most fascinating manner.
The billowy air, "Tell M
Pretty
Maiden" wafted across the
as also did the dust. Why don't
they sweep that stage and sprinkle It
once in n while and stirred up tender emotions in many a calloused
breast.
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With Julin
I'Klier Opera Coiiipiiiiy.
It was tht wine old "Silver Slipper" in the same old way. but it was
new to many Albuquerque
goers and was done with suchtheaterspirit,
so much dasli and go, that It proved
a highly amusing performance.
It
was a surly peslmist that begrudged
the price he paid lor a seat to last
night's performance. The champaim:
dance, Itself was worth the price.
These four graceful young ladies
Misses Olive Roberts, Camille Astor,
Alma Loraine ajid Kita Walker are
the cleverest dancers ever seen at
the Elks'. The costumes of the Fisher Opera company are gorgeous In
the extreme, rich In color and of
artistic blend.
The lightning scene
changes made in the performance of
yesterday
afternoon
and the performC HAKI.ES
oilman.
ance of last night was a clever piece
of work. Tile entire stage setting,
stances. "In a few davs I will give walls and trimmings were c.ianged in
out complete facts. Maybelle better each Instance to darkened houses in
not continue in her stanr that I am less than a minute.
mistaken In claiming to be her fath1
er.
can produce plentv of resi- "PLEASED
lents of Sacramento. Cal.. who know
that I am her father, as well as a FLORODORA
photograph of the house where she
was horn and pictures of 'her at difE
ferent ages.
,'lf I do say It myself. It is true
that no girl had a better protector or
better home than Maybelle. She was
given all the money she could spend The Audience huh Conspicuous for
llie umber of Iridic
lUir
until i nad reverses, and now she
Itooin was Lonesome.
has the nerve to throw me aside and
attempt to bring disgrace upon me in
The matinee crowd out to see the
my declining years.
perform. nice of "Florodora" was one
lli'ii
the caibleiaram uuotlng of
the biggest of its kind in the his1
Maybelle as saying
must be a
notoriety seeker was published here, tory of the Klks' opera house. There
1
refused to talk for the newspapers have been larger audiences at other
matinees, but none which counted
because a woman messenger had been up
so high in dollars and cents. The
hurried all the way here from Paris greeting
by the Fisher opera
iy Maytielle to urge me not to do so company received
was warm enough to tickle
much talking for the time being. I any
troop
theatrical
1
and put the Mo
thought
might injure my daughter's
best' spirit Into its acting.
chances in the world, and although your
way
It was a typical matinee
In a
felt sorely grieved that 1 should be
the ladies predominated and
so treated by my own daughter,
I crowd
was
the
heavy with light converair
decided to keep iulet.
and suffocating with perfume
1
also intended to allow my two sation
yet
a
in
way
it was not a
usual
daughters, Eunice and Pearl. (May-belle- 's
house.
thing it had
For one
half sisters), to appear in a amatinee
most pronounced bald-hea- d
row,
I had entered In
New York theatre.
to a contract and the advertising was which numbered in lis rank several
prominent
representatives
of
legal
the
out when I received a cable from profession.
Maybelle asking me not to allow the
Being a holiday the men were free
girls to appear.
Thinking Maybelle
many were present yesterday afhad some good reason Tor her re- - and
ternoon.
It wasn't noticed that any
1
compiled:
ijuest,
before the show was over too
"Hut now I am coming out in the left
many
selntilating
sataliles on the
open to make Maybelle either retract
ami II is rumored that the bar
her false statements or Hand the con- stagi
in the lobby was lonesome. Perhaps
sequences."
the horrible example of the stage jag
oy George K.
Mack
had
something
to do with that.
WHAT MAKES A
l'lom the very first swish of a petticoat to the very last hlnh kick the
audience was kept busy looking and
STREAM NAVIGABLE listening but taking the two together it eeitaiiily was a happy afternoon.
True to lis promises the Fisher
opera company iiad the stage full
of
The Virginia supreme court of ap- people and he people full of ginger.
peals in Hot Springs I.umlier & Man- There was not a lazy foot In the
ufacturing company vs. Kevcrcomb, chorus; there was not a dull moment
r.5 Southeastern
Keporter, 50, passes In the performance.
The fetching
upon the question os to how large a Florodora airs seemed to have lost
stream must be In order to be u nav none of their popularity. "The Shade
igable or floatable one.
The court of the Sheltering Palm." sung tietu-tit'ul- l.
by Arthur lieane.
says that if by reason of Increased
bad lost
precipitation
at seasons recurring none of sweetness and was encored
periodically with reasonable certainly again and again.
Julia Frary. as Dolores, captivated
the flow of water will be certainly the
the audience by her statuesque beauflow of water a ill be sutlicient to I
ty
and excellent singing. Though
f
"Ubstantial'.y useful to the public
transportation purposes, it is a nav eldent!y not in her best condition
yesterday, she was pleasing nevertheligable stream.
ess.
Gertrude Mlllington. as Lady Holy- G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk
Mo., had a narrow escape four years wood, had more 111. ill her shale of
ago when he ran a Jlinson bar into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Purl;
rpi
lis.s Arnica Salve and that cured the u- dangerous wound." 2Dc at all druj
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WHERE THEY PI..W TODAY.
National Ix'ngtie.
Rrooklyn ut New York.
Jioston at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
American League.
New York at Huston.
Philadelphia at Washington.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Detroit at Cleveland.

National Ijongue.
Won. Lost.
2'J
28
21

York

Philadelphia
Pittslnirg

nv

1

U

Santa Fe Centrals

New

May
Kimplv
30.
San Francisco.
because she is married, Maybclle Oilman will not retire from newspaper
notoriety, that is, not right away.
J nere
is a man in this town w ho
s daily conferring
with nttorneys,
up records, and win- searching
and
In a few days he promises to once
more bring prominence to Million
aire Corey's wife.
This man Is Charles Oilman. He
is the man whom Maybelle declared
must he mistaken in his belief that
he Is her father. Maybelle made this
statement in Paris, and when It
reached here Oilman said he had no
comments to make "at that time."
ready to denv the in
"I nm
sinuations of my daughter, Maybelle,"
says Oilman, who Is an insurance
only moderate clrcum- in
broker

first-clas-

o
A

ooooooooooooooocxooooooooo

loading up for the game.
This
the Rrowns will not have t do. The
Rrownles are always loaded not with
booze, but ginger.

BASE BALL

vs.

i

bald-heade-

1

El'REKAl

3

Occidental Ufo Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

46-4-

Tea, I Have 1 omul It at Last.
Found what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of Itching of the skin. I
nave been afflicted lor man; years
witn skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itching, but since using this
naive in December, 1905, the itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For aU by all druggists.
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14

ir.
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Hoston

Ill

Cincinnati
St. Louis
Rrooklyn

21
22

15

.24 3

Lost.

Won.

Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Washington
Roston

25
25
19
18
18
15
10
12

11
13
14
16
18
23
22
25

ret. JACK
.692

Pittsburg

At St. Louis
T! ir 1.1
First name:
7 12
3
Cincinnati
St. Louis
5 11
2
Ratteries Hitt. Coakley and McLean; Rrown and Marshall.
Second game:
R. H. K.
n
1
St. Louis
3
4
7 10
Cincinnati
Ratteries Karger,
Shields
and
Noottan; Ewlng and Schlei.
R. H. E.
5
2

New York

Patteries

10

1

3

2

Moran and Dooin;
Wiltse and Rresnahan.
Second game:
R. H. E.
LAST NIGHT Philadelphia
1
7
0
New York
6 12
4
Ratteries Ritchie and Dooin; Mat.
To a small but loyal audience, the thewson and Rresnahan.
Manhattan Musical Comedy company
played " Fun ill a Hoarding School"
At Roston
last night at the Traction Park CaFirst game:
R. H. E.
sino.
1
9
4
Roston
company
Is
having hard luck Rrooklyn
The
1
0
9
lately cold weather, rain and comRatteries Young and Needham;
petition.
It may be different next Mclntyre and Hitter.
week.
Second game:
R. H. E.
"Fun In a Hoarding School" is a Rrooklyn
4 10
0
rollicking farce, in which the mem4
3
8
bers have ample opportunity to cut Roston
Ratteries Henley and Rutler; Flaup for the amusement of the audi- herty
and
Needham.
ence. It does not pretend to plot, hut
It will cause a smile and there are
American League.
pleasing songs and dances introduced.
At Chicago
The bevy shows up strong in the
game:
R. H.
First
piece
they wear pinafores
which Chicago
S 11
don't reach all the way to the floor, St.
9
4
Louis
and the spectator Is kept anxious
Ratteries Sullivan and Smith Ja- looking two ways iit once.
Stephens.
cobson
and
Eddie Murray and Manolita StetH. E.
Second game:
son as naughty scholars. Miss Wood,
0 8 0
as the young widow and Mr. Spauld-In- g Chicago
0
7
as the professor cause much mer- St. Louis
Ratteries Altrock anil M Farland;
riment as do the obi maid school
Ruelow.
Glade
and
teacher and the young lover who
recovers the stolen will.
At Cleveland
As a fun maker, the piece is on a
par with the
First game:
R. H. E.
and the
1
0
6
Cleveland
musical numbers are more attractive.
4
0
0
In addition to the regular performDetroit
ance a series of moving pictures, porRatteries Rhoades
anil Remis;
traying in vivid realism the life of Killlan and Schmidt.
game:
Christ, lire shown. These pictures
Second
R. H. E.
6
0 3
are well worth seeing.
Cleveland
1
O
6 11
Detroit
Ratteries Joss and Remis; Mullen
MIXSTItEJ S COMING.
Allen's New Orleans Minstrels had and Schmidt.
a full house, or rather a full tent, at
At Washington
their opening performance last evening, and everybody in attendance was
R. H. E.
First game:
1
4
6
pleased with the entertainment
af Washington
3
1
5
forded. It was clean from anything New York
objectionable whatever, and newer by
Ratteries Smith and Rla nkenshlp;
tar than many minstrel companies Orth and Kleinow.
seen In the opera house. The music
R. H E
Second game:
was good. There was some excellent Washington
9 HI
2
.
voices In the company and the d.lnc-in- g New York
2
was strictly up to
date. The
Ratteries Fa ken burg and
cake walking Is a strong fealure and don;
Moore,
Rrackett
brought forth great applause. The Kleinow and Thomas.
two bands triade a good showing on
the ttreels. The performance will be
At Philadelphia-Fi- rst
repealed again this evening In the
game:
R. H. E.
big tent on Husk, between Fifth and Roston
1
6
0
Sixth streets, and the tent will no Philadelphia
1
5
3
doubt be crowded. It Is particularly
(ilierliii
ArmbrusRatteries
anil
worthy of mention that greater court- ter; Dygert and Schreck.
esy Is accorded patrons by the ushers
Second game:
R. II. E.
and attendants than is usually wit- Roston
0
11
nessed in tent shows Fort Worth. Philadelphia
7
3
4
Texas, Mail Telegram.
Ratteries Dimeii, Glaze. Young.
The above company will appear In
and
Render
Albuquerque
under their canvas Shaw and Griper;
theater at Second street and Lead Schreck.
avenue June 4th.
Western
At Sioux City-F- irst
My lUst Irlcml.
game:
R. II. E
m
Alexander Ronton who Hve
2
S
6
ltural Route 1, Fort Edward, N. 7. Sioux City
2
S
5
says: "Dr. King's New Dlscoveiy I. Omaha
Williams and Spies;
Ratteries
my best earthly friend. It cured :.i
Gonding.
of asthma six years ago. it has aloi Hall. MrNeely and
R. H. E.
Second game:
performed a wonderful cure of in0
4 13
cipient consumption for r..y son's Sioux City
.)
1
9
wife. The first bottle ended the ter Omaha
Ratteiie! Jariot and Spies; San- rible cough, and this accomplished
the other symptoms left one by one ders and Gooding.
until she was perfectly Veil. Dr
R. II. K
At Lincoln
King's New Discovery power ovel
7
S
coughs and colds is simply marvel Des Moines
7
6
has eve Lincoln
ous." No other rented
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al KayHatteriei -- Clark and Yeager; Mi
and Zinran.
druggists. 50c and 11.00. Trial bot
tie free.
American
At St. Paul:
St. Paul, 3; Miiuu-apoliWe do it right. KOrGTl DRY. Im5.
perial Laundry Co.
At Columbus:
Columbus, 6; Louis

..24

e,

s.

ville, 0.
At Toll do:
lis, 6.

i

Toledo,

5;

Indiauap

SANTA

LIKE

ABRAHAM

(lly Jack ORrion

RUEF

Hlnilf.)

money and put up a spectacular fight.
Irrespective of whether the bout was
to go the limit or was being fought
on the level, with both men trying
for a knockout punch.
Secondly, I had adopted pugilism
for a profession, and having gained
considerable prominence and having
become a past master of the scientific branch of the sport, I had much
trouble In getting matches.
The.
consequence was that I was obliged to
consent to allow my opponents to stay
the full number of rounds, whether
It was six or twenty, or else quit the
business.
Thirdly, I never would consent to
take the loser's end. I only did this
on one occasion when I was Just
starting out, and luckily saw the folly
of my mistake at once.
In this way
1 always protected
my friends.
Now as to Hums. My first bittlo
with him was a frame-uIt took
place In Milwaukee on Ooctober 7th,
1904. I had to agree to let him stay
the limit or he would not enter the
ring.
I could have double-crosse- d
him that time and knocked him out
If I had so wanted, but I allowed him
to stay the six rounds.
When we met In Los Angeles to
talk over this last bout Rurns said
to me:
"How about this contest?
What
would you take to make it a sure
thing for me to knock you out?"
"Nothing like that in my family,'
was my reply.
Then MeOarey took a hand In the
deal. He talked the matter over with
me and wound up by, Implying that If
Rurns should win I would gel the entire purse.
I couldn't see things with "Uncle
Tom's" vision.
There never was any legitimate
J3UO.0OO' purse.
The arrangements
were that Rurns should lay down for
I was to get 30 per cent of
$3,500.
the purse. I made a bluff at training
to hoodwink the public.
Hilly Nolan was not in on the arrangements for the fake, but he knew
the details before the night of th
fight and tipped them oft to his
friends all over the country by wire,
telling them to get down a bet 011 mo
as the "winner was already in."
The declaring off of the bets degamblers.
feated the sure-thin- g
McCarey didn't make any clean-up- ,
as the house amounted only to $2!,-65- 2
and when "Uncle Tom" saw th.s
he didn't even want to give me my
30 per cent.
Nolan and I, however,
compelled him to.
The first time I met Rurns in Los
Angeles, the time he made such a,
good showing and nearly slipped one
I had
over on me, was a frame-up- .
agreed with him and McCarey to allow him to make a good showing in
order to make the second battle In
Fiesta week a drawing card. It was
to be a draw in the end.
I should have been wise to Rurns
after that experience, but he assured
me that the unlucky punch which
nearly put me out was pu.ely a'n accident.
I think that McCarey Intended t
carry things through as per agreement in the second fight, but Rurns
me, but his
not only double-crosse- d
real friend.
I'm ruined," was
"I am ruined.
MeOarcy's cry after the battle and
before the expose.

FE LOADING

o

SPORTING NOTES.
Jerome D. Travers retains his t:t'.
of metropolitan golf champion.
"Doc" Scanlon celebrated his
turn to the game, by winning
Rrooklyn.

re-

I'r

President Roosevelt will "root" for
Annapolis at the big regal!. on tile
Hudson, June
Jake
Weinier has finally he
rounded up, and lias signed a Cincinnati contract for this jear ami l!o;.
New York critics say th- - purch.i-of Tommy Corcoran wa 0:0- of
wisest things that MeGraw eVrr U 1.

1

e

-

President Pulliam ascribes the unNational
usual docility of
the
league players to the cold .xeatlur.
Cincinnati players Jumped on their
old friend overall for five runs a I
live hits in one inning, m.'.rkiug his
second defeat ill tell months.
.

Alex Hackeiischmldt. claiming t b- brother of the fani"U' ll:.gi!- wrestler, is after a tight with some
California pug.
a

Ollie Chill says umpiii'ig i'l :')
Central league is like wha" Gt'.e: :!
Sherman said about war.
And Ch
is a professional prize tigh'er ut thai.

Johnny Summers, the English p.. 4
who gave Tommy Murphy more than
go ,:t
he wanted in their
Philadelphia, will try the America
style of training for his next bout.
six-rou-

WANTED Good men. with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Elfe Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewitt, Mana
gers, Commercial Club building,
o

eg;s i on ihtciiixg.
Ergs f 1.50

ped setting.

Rose comb,
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address

UP FOR THE BROWNS

f

Oil

Cents)ieso

for the Bowels

All

Druggists

If the rain Is over the Traction
park grounds will be in condition for
the game scheduled for next Sunday,
and the chances are that It will be u
Deaqiiie the wet grounds
hoi one.
and the threatening clouds that hun
heavily In the heavens, a bunch of
the browns were out for practice
yesterday afternoon and appeared In
:::
f .'
F.i it ic i,.,iriim
.i-'

i

p.

I

:

gists.

o'brieTconfesses

Yes. I have faked many lights. Rut
at the outset of this series of articles,
which. I can assure you will be inPet. teresting
enough clear through to the
.618 end,
.581 uatingI desire to state the most extencircumstances that existed in
.526 my
particular case.
.515
In the first place, I have always
.457
.311 given the spectators a run for their

First game:
R. II. E.
Pittsburg
4
7
4
Chicago
9
6
0
Ratteries Leltleld. Rrady and Gibson: Taylor and Kling.
Second game:
R. H. K.
1
1
Pittsburg
9
Chicago
7 14
2
Ratteries Willis ami Smith; Fra-ze- r
and Moran.

At New York

FINISH

Tonopnh. New, May 31. It was .1
desperate tight that Marvin Hart gave
Mike Schreck here yesterday, but his
broken wrist went back on him early
in the game and his seconds gave up
the struggle in the twenty-firs- t
round.
Hart was the aggressor all through
game
the
and had Schreck going
badly in the eighteenth round.
Rarney Reynolds.
manager
for
Squires, the Australian, was at the
ringside and stated that his man was
ready to tight anybody in the world
under the proper Inducements, and
that the winner of this light was preferred.

.658
.576
.529
.500
.395
.313
.303

Western League.
Won.
Lost.
Des Moines
21
13
Denver
18
13
20
Omaha
18
Lincoln
17
16
Sioux City
16
19
Pueblo
11
24
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
At

Pet.

.784
.757
.600
.543
.4:12

28

THE

GAHEJO

.405
.256

29

ID
9

First game:
Philadelphia

THE

AT

8
9

HAFWAS

MARVIN

HOW THEY .STAND.

PHARMACY

--

ad today.

J'J

The HIGHLAND

ss

money i ost.
MONEY LOST Every day in
the
year by advertising the wrong way.
A Citizen want ad is money saved and
results assured. Send in your want

'

Chicago

iTniiv.

mea-lclne-

sSpor't

2, 1907

f.1

Homeopaths.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
Over Van's Drill Store. 'Phone
rooms, near business center; ratej
Sixth and Office and residence, 628
reasonable.
Corner
Railroad. Apply at rear.
nit i .1.
TM
finpinvilt.
and
room
FOR
RENT Dining
kitchen, all furnished, at Jemez
Hot Springs; good opportunity for hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
people; none p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
a couple of first-claother wanted. J. B. Beock, Perea, 6 35.
1)11. ,J. X. WARNER. V. S.
N. M.
When your animals are sick you
FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished
a good veterinary surgeon. Ca'.
need
rooms, with modern bath, by the
day or week; all outside rooms; up the old reliable. Phone no. 4Z.
one one-hablock east of the
I'X DEI TAKER.
new.
hotel; everything
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad Auto, phone S16.
i
Colo., Red 11
avenue.
A. BORDERS.
FOR RENT Light, airy
Bla
Commercial Club building.
rooms for rooming or light
or White hearse, St.
openhousekeeping.
All rooms
ARCHITECTS
ing on the outside.
Price, $1 per
week and up. Minneapolis House,
7
Bar
T, W. Spencer. Rooms
624 South Second. A. T. Devore,
Proprietor.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
Both phones.
EM I'IjOYM EXT.
EMPLOYMENT if you need work
NOTARY PUBLIC.
The Citizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
of securing it at a minimum ex111
Office with W. B. Chllders,
penditure. Put a want ad In The
Citizen today and be at work tomor- West Gold avenue.
row.
lorful FVMmA Cure.
EOK SALt- "Our little boy had eczema for fivev a Artams. nenriFOR SALE Furniture; very' reason- fnawr
V)
doctors
vw. - Vl OT11
a " " r.' f. milable. Call at 60s South Fourth .i .in, j a, "Ti.n
street.
said the case was nopeiess, nis lungs
We men empioyeo.
FOR SALE Fine Chlckerlng Bros, being affected.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs other doctors but no benefit resuueu
chance we read about electric dip
over
Futrelle's furniture Btore By
hnttle and soon no
i.rB- - hr.iicVit
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
improvement . We continued
FOR SALE Household
furniture, ticed
thi
medicine until several bottle
s,
cooklngtl utensils, etc.; all
used, when our boy was com
being used less than four were
pletely
cured. Pest or all diooq
months; very cheap.
Apply 307
and body building health tonics
North Sixth street, any time.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c
FOR SALE One seven-roonew
brick house, furnished complete, THE COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
fine water, two acres good farm
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIfclV
land close in, all fenced. Outhouses
"An old line" Insurance company,
and barn. Address "for sale" this with
capital, solid, conserva
ample
office.
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con
tracts of Insurance and investment.
POIND.
FOUND Tlnough the want column Prewitt & Prewltt. Managers, Com
of The Evening Citizen, Just what mercial Club building.
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring reNew arrivals for the week: Brus
turns for small expenditure. Try a sels and velvet carpets. Thirty new
want ad and be convinced.
patterns of rockers to select from at
Futrelle s Furniture Emporium.
LOST.
LOST Anything you lose except your
reputation is sure to be found by a
want ad in The Citizen's want column.
1
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M'Intosh Browns
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Let us Supply You
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W
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MONEY to LOAN
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Traction Park

and
help wanted.
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Toilet Accessories
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Owing to
has not been
this season.
the heap ill
year.

his wlldiiess, Reu'.ba. h
able to pitch a full game
He was at the t p of
the National race a 1
--

President Dovey, of the Roston Nationals, wants a modification of the
waiver rule, to compel w ners to sell
a idaver If thev orre.
ask for A

I
1. m

ALBUQUERQUE

rninAY. may si, i9or.

EVENING

YE
ARE WELL

OR-

fags noun.
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555,000.00 Building Improvements

Nebraska Man Gets Nomination It Won't be Because
Plans for His Defeat Are
Not Well Laid.

Ahead
Way

Under

Mow

If

Dims

List Compiled May

1907, by D. K. B. Sellers, Secretary University Heights Improvement Company

Santa Fe Tie Pickling riant, south of city

100, 000.00

H.

be-

Luna and Strlckler Block, office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories and basement, 80x150 feet
Gross, Kelly and Company, wholesale grocery. Central Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two stories. SOxlOO feet;
warehouse, one story, 4'x400 feet; approximate cost

wins

What Will the Harvest be? Bryan
Is the Only Acceptable

A.

terrace,

W. Anson,

each

4th and Marble, four houses,

7

6.000.00

modern slaughter house, south of city
Hachechl,
O.
residence, North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquette, 9 rooms

5,000.00

Chadbnurne, residence, 6 rooms
Sanche.,
P. G.
residence, North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W. Fee, residence, 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories. South Second Street, between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues

4.000.00

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses, 6 rooms each....
Name withheld by request, residence, western part of town, seven
rooms
Improvement on Itosenwald Block, corner Third street and Central Avenue
S. N. Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
L. H. Ingley, resilience, 913 North 2nd Street, 6 rooms
N. Framton, residence, North High Street, 5 rooms
John T. Snowbrldge, residence, Forrester Tlace, D rooms

3,600.00

Farr and

60. 000.00
40 000.00

30, 000.00
23 ,000.00

IS ,000.00

UNIVERSITY

6.000.00

Company,

HEIGHTS

6,000.00

M. O.

rooms

Gradi Building, office and store building. 3rd and Copper, three
stories and basement, 50xS0 feet
Mann Building, office and stores, Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd, two stories and basement 00x142 feet; approximate
cost

Candidate.

Anson, flats, Marble Avenue, 6 room flats
Store building. Central Avenue, two stories; name and location
withheld

A. W.

$150 000.00

Government and Postofflce Building, 4th and Gold
Santa Fe Y. M. C. A. and Heading P, loms, Central Avenue,
tween 1st and tracks

U.

COPY

lUSfflli

1,

4.000.00

The verv best investment in the city

4,000.00

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

4.000.00

'

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month

Washington. May 31. The plans
3.590.00
No
No
10,000.00
of eastern democrats to prevent the
nomination for president of William
3.500.00
North 3rd Street, two stories and
Garcia Building.
Jennings P.ryan, have progressed to
10, 000.00
a more definite staffe, according to
basement 100x100 feet
statements made here In
3,000.00
10, 000.00
quarters.
J. Loeb, residence, 2nd and New York Avenues, 10 rooms.
In fact, according
campaign is
to some, the
D. Weinman, residence, Copper Avenue, between 7th and 8th
now well under way. and the state3.000.00
10, 000.00
Streets
ment Is made that it has met with
to assure
2,300.00 '
sufficient encouragement
10 000.00
W. R. Whitney, residence, 302 South Walter Street
that the Xebraskan will not be th'u
1,900.00
unanimous choice of next year's
S 000.00
Congregational Mission, south of city
national convention. If he gets the
1.800.00
OFFICE, ROOM 9, CROMWELL BLDG.
8 000.00
nomination at all. It Is asserted, It
W. H. Booth, residence, 701 West Coal, six rooms
will be because he has entered into
approOpposite First National Bank.
M.
Armory
G.
Money
been
N.
X.
has
Armory
for
for
a tight for It and has whipped the
$555,100.00
7.500.00
Total
priated, the city to furnish site
opposition.
FREE AUTOMOBILE TO THE PROPERTY
Methods.
IIoitow
A leaf has been borrowed from
President
political
of
the
tinethods
Hoosevelt. and "the favorite son"
plait Is to be employed In the light
against Mr. Bryan. The program so
f.ir mapped out contemplates that
sleep and whispered dire calamities.
$100 Reward. 100.
Ohio sU.ill endorse Judson Harmon,
dreamed about those big silver The readers of this paper will be pleasthe TERRITORIAL FUND FOR INDIAN
of
general
attorney
BOUGHT WIFE He
former
3. T. E&ktn, president.
ed
to
Oster-moChat. Mellnl, fermtxrr.
they
learn
that there Is at least one
on
dollars
and
danced
his
I'nited States in the cabinet of Presdisease that science has been
G. Qloml, Vlc President:
and finally sprouted wings. He dreaded
O. BacheckX Tmftrn.
Judge
Delaware
ident Cleveland;
stages,
In
and
cure
to
able
all
that
its
up
woke
from his night mare and Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is th.
George tiny, of the I'nited States
saw his wife hadn't sprouted nny, only
positive cure now known to the
ON INSTALLMENT
circuit bench and one of President
OF
MONTH
THE
Is any that were largo enough. medical fraternity. Catarrh being a conthat
Koosevelt's anthracite coal strike
So he got up and went over to Rig stitutional disease, requires a constitucommissioners; Texas. Senator t'has.
Mike's Fifth avenue residence and tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
Suoceisori to
A. M'ulberson; Georgia, llov. Hoke
the
taken Internally, acting directly upon syscalled him out.
MELINI A EAKIN, and ACHECHI A QIOMI.
Smith, who was secretary of the Inblood and mucous surfaces of the
MAY
angry.
was
He
Mike
want
didn't
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
WMOLKmALK DEALER 9 IN
terior in President Cleveland's cabto lose his bargain.
He expostulatof the disease, and giving the patient
W.
Joseph
Jov.
inet;
Missouri.
ed.
up
building
by
strength
the
constitution
of
Folk. This would give a neucleus
assisting nature In doing Its work.
Finally the little Indian explained and
instructions
with
100 delegates
proprietors have so much faith In Its
he didn't want to trade back but The
It would not be a Bernalillo County Isn't on the Mike. An Apache Brave. A- that
powers that they ofter One
.icainst
he didn't want so much money a.11 at curative
W kaap tvrythlna la stock to outfit tho
big start. It Is true, but it is expected
Hundred Dollars for any rase that It
once,
was
more
fifteen
dollars
than
Bend for list of testicure.
rails
to
most fattldloui bar oomploto
other states will get in line with "fa
List-Amou- nts
BarRelieved
of
His
lmost
for
Each
lie
to
really
knew
at
do
what
monials.
Address:
with
endorsements,
and that
vorite son"
a time, he was afraid he'd lose It.
F. J. CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Have
appointed
been
exclusive agents in the Southwest far Jee. .
pick
to
be
will
able
candidate
each
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
All he wanted was for Mike to pay
gain but no Divorce.
Schlltz,
Fund.
kemp
Wm.
and
8t Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
un a few delegates from neighboring
conatlpa-Family
Pills
Take Hall's
for
one dollar down, the rest In InstallGreen River, V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. MonFor Instance, it is believed
states.
ments,
one
paid
week
a
dollur
till
great
no
dif
arch, and other standard brands of whlsklea too numarOua to mention,
Jude (Irav would have
WANTED Position as Job composifor.
InPhoenix. Ariz., May
ficulity in securing the delegation
Santa Fe, X. M., May 31. The fol
tor in good office. First class man.
"Huh." said Mike grunting, "all
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
from "Pennsylvania, with its 6S votes. lowing public funds have been re dian like the white man gets mar- the same us buy Jarby's Knclyclo-pedia.- "
Don't drink and can give best of
But sell the straight article
recel?ed
ua from tne boat .laortoa.
He Is very popular in the milling dis
ived by Territorial Treasurer J. tl. ried, but he doesn't stay married any
Man of family. Would
references.
though
a
his
more
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United Stat a. Call and lnaeoet eni
than the white man.
tricts, and Is regarded almost as
Vaughn for the month of May:
And so the trade was made and
prefer to work under contract.
sundering
of
effecting
manner
the
of
(or
Prlcea,
or write
Stock and
Pennsylvania man.
Illustrated Catalogue and price Uat,
Adams vouches that they are
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
From ltobert P. Krveln, commis what Cod has Joined together dif- Jeff
Jtrynn Asulnst Field.
Issued to dealers only.
La. State salary when writing.
of public lands, to the credit, of fers slightly, there being, if possible, living happily ever afterwards.
The tactics adopted by the antl sioner
following fund.s:
less red tape about the Indian way of
Ttrvan managers would make it a the
Common school Income, $3,500.47; quitting the halo of married felicity,
case of Bryan against the field, and Agricultural
college. $76. SO; School of and then the lawyers don't get any
the plan would be to secure an ag
fee which is of course a less civilized
gregate strength for the field greater Mines, $13S.50; Palace income, $200;
and dumb Institute, $70.40; Sil- custom.
A. C. BIXICKE and JOIIX S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
than the pledged strength of Bryan, deaf
normal school, $25. SI; Nor
The Indian gets mnrrled when he
and then fo combine against him. ver Cityuniversity,
New Mexico headquarters at
enS.a.Sli;
to
reform
regardless
previous
wants
mal
of
be
could
That such a combination
Insane asylum, $S.!H; tangling alliances and even a Jury of
15
Li
TJ
made is very far from certain. Take school, $7.S7;
K
TVT
TT1
i
public
to
build
$11.20;
hospital,
convict them
white men has failed
Miners'
Texas for example. Senator Culber- ings
JCJ
at capital income, $S4; Improve of bigamy, but sent them on tueir
could have the
son
lint loutitedly
way
rejoicing.
Si);
$44.
Kio
Urande
income,
ment
of
Indi
he
delegation,
should
state's
reservoir for Irrigation pur
Los Angeles, California
All of which is by way of introcate a desire tor It, and the delegates water
total ,4.- - duction to the story of Rig Mike and
would vote for Culberson until he re poses Income, $4!.bU.
GROUNDS
AND
AVE.
SECOND
Rig
got
weighs
Mike
how he
a wife.
Courtesy and
leased them from the obligation; but 0!2.23.
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Trelford, superintendent of 220 pounds and McDowell Is where
it is far from likely the delegation tin-Arthur
guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
to
attention
picearnings.
reposes.
Is
a
wigwam
penitentiary,
his
Mike
convict'
can
any
other
to
could be delivered
turesque old big footed brave who
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
except Mr. Bryan. The same $4.HS3.4.
Jacobo Chaves, superintendent of never wore a shoe and still dresses
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
would hold true in other states, and
ances-ter- s
aboriginal
style
in
his
the
of
$2,S00.6.'i.
fund,
Insurance,
Insurance
would
to an impartial observer it
a
red
handkerchief
about
with
1
auditor,
Sargent,
W.
O.
n
territorial
people
'
17?t5-seem that the
'braids of black hair. Rig
railroad dining car license, Chicago, liis long
would heller have something strong
Mike Is saJd to have been a scout in
& Pacific railroad, $2'o.
er to go mi than state pride for fa- Hock IslandKarnes,
secretary of cattle tile Indian wars. A few years ago
Will C.
vorite sons if they expect to accom
lost his wife and for some time
plish the undoing of the Nebraska!! sanitary board, cattle indemnity fund, lie
ii
i
"j,
i
be kept her memory green and went
I'nles.s some one man can be found $)4:i.2u.
Finest Whiskies j
a mournful man.
Then Mike
about
Wells-Farg2 per cent
o
Co.,
Kxpress
ac
be
to
strenght
suffici-with
got tired of his own cooking and
of earnings. $.":: ti .:; tl
ceuted as the second choice of
beating
washing
out
the
dishes
and
County J. Smith Lea, the rugs and sewing on his own butnot
Wines, Brandies. Etc. a
Chaves
great majority of tile states
pledged outright to Bryan it is hard treasurer: Taxes for 11MJ0, 4c; l'.'Oti. tons. He also got so he didn't renlly
BARNETT,
Prop'f.
JOSEPH
Total, $S77.32.
$i77.2S.
garsee h i.v the defeat of the Nebras
weeding
the
care so much about
Colfax County "Jeorge J. Pace,, den. Then the little cherub began to
ka man is to be brought about.
8 AMPLE AND 1
treasurer: Taxes for l'JOti, $24 1.97.
Rig Mike from
pot
at
shots
take
Ilmni U ho Whole Tiling.
CLUB ROOMS
2 0 West Railroad Avenue
Dona Ana County Oscar Lohmau, around the corner of his wickup.
Today there is no such man on the
J
for 1!UI4, Sic; lo5, Then the great man of the bow and
horizon, and Mr. Bryan treasurer: Taxes T.B.
OWO
Total. $457.32. arrow surrendered to his cherub who
nod his head and the nom-- i $142: lititS, $455.
has but
Merchant,! also had a bow and arrow smaller but
Eddy County W. H
w ill be handed him
a ri
That he
lHOfi,
$311.S.
for
be
wife.
Tax
a
Mike
more
treasurer:
fatal.
wanted
still
the nomination is Vet to
Agee, And it didn't take long to find out
Jackson
drain County
As stated a few day
determined.
whose wife It was he wanted. He
ago. a rumor, coming from an ap treasurer: Tax for 1906. $42.16.
Uncoln County J. M. Pentield, also had the money to buy.
T:irentlv reliable source. has be
Just on the other side of the fence
ctirculated in Washington to the ef treasurer: Tax for Out. $187.07.
Mora County Charted U. Strong, resided Cervada, weight 100 pounds
fect, that Mr. Bryan would soon issue
1905,
$3.02;
1904,
Tax
for
democratic
his wife, weight 230. Mike at
treasurer:
to
and
the
an aunnuusemeiit
...TO
partv declaring himself out of pies $10. 5H; 1906, $4S5.9t. Total, $499.50. tirst felt guilty. He was coveting anKettner,
McKinley County Palmer
other man's wife. Rut then very soon
IJentlal consideration and urging th
sorry
$219.76.
to
1906,
began
for
the
feel
little
he
for
Tax
man treasurer:
of some other
nomination
Circus.
Reiined.
Clean
Otero County J. C. Dunn, treas- man who had such a big wife: he
When this rumor tlrst reached the
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loan of
ha , been the xfrieuc;
Knn-dyfornifrly an eiu-id- "
of John
if the t i iuvi i rieur quarries.
In the
KtMih'My uus ut his home
village 11 ("louverneur one evening
some yar mu when a stranger ap
pe.ired al his door who soon made
himself known as a boyhood friend
and i ompai.iou of Kennedy. He wan
t nterlained
that ninhl and in Ihe
moiiiii:tf he informed Kennedy thai
he was 'Mi-a. broke" and requested
the o.,Il ef
He said that he had iiothinif to ive
htm hi return excepting some hures
i:i a Kold mine in tin- Klondike.
Kennedy made him the loan alid!
put the sh ires away, and had about
Ill
the
their eXlsti ni e.
lorsioUen
meantime he went west with his f un- i!y. His ltsideiiee In ( loin eriieur had!
a
exeeptinn
almost l.i
to his former intimate fro nds, until
tile other il.y a eommunuaMon was
reeeived froiii I'ark City. Clah. in
wliieh It was staled that the mine in'
which he held a few shares hid
proved to be one of the l)est in the
Klondike, and lh.it the sale had Just
been consilium ated to Chicago capl- talists and l he stock which Kennedy
purchased for J5 netted him JliUU,-ca$-

RIDS THE SYSTEM
OF MALARIA
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Sprains Quickly cur.-- . I.
Eathe ihe parts freely with Cham
ivhenr
berlaln's Pain Halm an
absolute rest, and a qulirK oure la certain. Kor sale by all druggists.
-

Malaria is an atmospheric poison which we unconsciously breathe into1
our system. The Mood in its constant passage through the lungs absorbs the
germs, ami they destroy the rich, red corpuscles of tins vital fluid and reduce
it to such a weak, watery condition that it is unable to properly nourish th,
system, and disease gets a foothold. Then the symptoms of Malaria, sucb'
as pa'.e, sallow complexions, weak vitality, poor appetite, deranged digestion
and perhaps chills and fever show t'.iat the trouble is alfecting every part oij
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chronic btate of bilious-- ;
ness, aud often a long spell of fever follows when the blood becomes fully
contaminated with the poison. Chronic S res and Ulcers, boils, aches and
pains, and .skin affections of various kinds often result from this insidious'
disease if the poison is allowed to accumulate in the blood in sufficient quantities. Malaria must be removed from the system through the circulati n,
and for this purpose nothing equ.ils S. S. S. This great remedy go;s down
into the blood and drives out ull germs, microbes and poisons, and permv
nently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not only cleanses the blood of the cav.e,
furnishes it with the healthful properties it needs, so that instead of a weak,
stream, spreading disease throughout the system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body and enabling it to resist disease.
S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds up and invigorates the
entire system while ridding the blood of the germs of Malaria, l'ersous whe
are suffering from Malaria will be pleased with the prompt and pleasant results produced by the use of S. S. S., and can take it with confidence because
it is an absolutely safe medicine, being free from harmful minerals of any
kind. Boole oo the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to ail
wlw write.
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
BBBlr om Mining mnd mill Machlnory m Bpoolalty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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NOTIC E TO COXTKACTOIIS.

The Board of County Commission
ers of McKinley county, New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and jail building, to be erected
In Gallup, New Mexico.
liids to be
submitted separately for court house
and Jail.
A certified check for five hundred
dill irs will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
3rd,
o'clock p. m., Monday, June
1907, at tha otllce of the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the ofttce of J. I IaDrlere,
Albuquerque, N. M., or at the clerk's
in CiaUup.

otti.--

DIAMOND

Th; board reserves the right to
ject any or all bids,
F. YV. MKTER.i
ji.'leik of tha Board of County
Clailup, Nes Mexico.

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.
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Cerrlllos Lump
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Sore N'Tppic.
.04
Any mother who has had experience Anthracite mixed
stove .and .furnace
with th;s distressing ailment win be Anthracite,
.((
sixes
i:.M-eto know that a cure may be
Clean Gas Coke
M OO
affected by applying Chamberlain'
WOOD.
a!ve as soon as the child Is dons
nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth Green Mill Wood, per load .... M
before allotvlnjf tha babs to nurse,
trained nurses use this salve
&
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WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
BOOSTING

ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

tTfiat tfW PecpCe fTCay Knew
The Citizen yesterday published the truth about the resignation of H. J.
Hagerman asked for by Theodore Roosevelt, president of the United States.
Needless to say the truth hurt.
The president's letter was a cold, clear,
concise statement of facts, undeniable and unanswerable.
The Citizen could have published the letter previously, but It preferred
to Rive Mr. Hagermaji and the Albuquerque Morning Journal a chance to
publish the real truth and retire gracefully.
They did not take advantage of the opportunity and hence The Citizen
took this occasion to place the matter In Its true light.
This was done mainly to put the actions of the president In the right
light before the people of this territoryi
He has been maligned by the
papers; called a fool
Morning Journal and other Hagerman
a dupe, a corrupt politician, a liar and a few other choice names which
these papers are accustomed to apply to every one not In strict accord with
them.
Therefore In publishing this letter The Citizen violated the confidence of
no" one and did an act of Justice to President Roosevelt, the people of New
Mexico and to Mr. Hagerman,
The Journal states correctly that Mr. Hagerman did not make the letter
public.
Of this there can be no doubt.
He feared to do so. The Morning
Journal charges The Citizen or a vague "some one else" with the theft of
In doing this the Journal Is committing
the letter from the White House.
its old error of Judging others by Itself.
The Morning Journal then tries to leave Mr. Hagerman In possession of
a little dignity by publishing his babyish reply to the president.
The letter Is so similar to some of the matter published from time to
time In that paper that it appears as though It might have been written In
the office of the Morning Journal with the assistance of the former attorney
general, W. C. Reid. It has all the ear maiks.
For Instance, It does not state a single fact, but Is replete with hints
of dark crime against good government and carefully veiled reflections upon
the Integrity of others without a word of proof to substantiate them.
It explains nothing.
This reply of Mr. Hagerman's proves nothing.
The beBt
It were better for Mr. Hagennan had he continued silent.
he could have done would have been to have taken his failure as a public
officer with the best grace possible.
The publication of the president's letter, as a Hagerman supporter this
morning remarked: "simply proves that the morning paper has not furnished
us with the truth."
Mr. Hagerman has had all the best of It from the press of the south- vest. The republican papers have endeavored to refrain from any mention
of him In a manner which might be construed as kicking the under dog.
As the president announced a good many weeks ago, the Hagerman
affair "was a closed Incident."
Out of a feeling of fair play the republican papers of New Mexico undertook to treat it as such.
Had Mr. Hagerman and his morning paper
possessed one lota of Judgment they would have understood and have acted
accordingly.
Instead, they continued to harrass a tired public with babyish cries, at
tacking right and left every onefrom the president to private citizens "ofNew
Mexico who cared little enough about Mr. Hagerman or his doings as a prl
fate citizen.
The result was that they forced The Citizen to publish the full and
statement of the president's reason for ousting Mr. Hagerman. in
of President Roosevelt, the republican party and the territory of New
Mexico.

mado In his mt'SsitKo; his opposition to whnt he trrtnod Hip "s'klrMo 1.111'
which provided that tui member of the legislature Hhimld he nppointeil to
of which h wns n member: his opoffice during
session of a lcKislatui
position to h 1 i providing for the election of district attorneys liy the pro-pibecause 'It did not take effect Boon enough, nnil when It was amended
so us to provide for a special election of district attorneys the first week In
August. 1917; his continued opposition because "It would be too expensive, '
and for other foolish, sclllsh, unjust, fraudulent and hypocrllii n nets which
marked his career as governor, which could not be enumerated In less than
The
'enemies of
an ordinary newspaper pa no.
Hagerman' do not see either the necessity, good sense, or possible benefit to
be derived from prying further Into the details of his short ami Inglorious
administration, but If 'the friends of Mr. Hagcrmun propose that ft remain
a n open Incident" 'the enemies- are certainly ready to assist them In making
It a lively one, and are prepared to prolong to any extent and with on elaboration of detail that will no doubt be very sufficient for the reading public. If
not for the Insatiable appetite of the few editors who know that they are
sore, but have not yet discovered all the places they were bumped when the
llafrerman balloon collapsed."
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MARKETS

The following quotations were reby F. J. Qraf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
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THE ISTERRVPTED LETTER
(By Roger Birch.)
My daUKhter correspond with an
uctor'.' Never:
The envelope bore the sender'
name, jucniun i rower, jw oau mien
theatre.
Henry, said my wife.
You keep out. 1 can take care
of this myself, No common actor la
going to
He's not a common actor. He's
one of the greatest."
"You women would all chaso after
fellow who did nine heroics."
"Oh, Henry!"
She went weeping
upstairs.
I determined to (lea! as brusquely
with the other woman, doing to the
She
stairway I called "Florence!"
came Hying down.
" ipen the letter:
She ripped off the end. My chil
dren were taught to obey. The missive was simple, but seriously dangerous for a young girl:
'Dear Miss Brooks: It would be
most convenient to meet at lunch at
the Board street hotel at 2 today.
With deep regard, lachlan Trovver."
I want to tell you, papa,
said
Florence.
Think I don't know about such
things?
So this Is why you've got
every week
for Trower a
stock company. Nice place to meet
"
an actor, at a hotel
But, papa, you don i
Anything I don't
I don't, eh?
know about actorM meeting young
girls
Why don't you let me tell you?"
'The letter doesn't need any Its
or huts to make the meaning differ
ent.
The girl burst out crying, like her
mother.
"Give me the letter.
She handed It over.
"I forbid you to meet him. Un
derstand?"
"
"If I don't
"If you do, I'll know It."
She fled upstairs.
I started for the office.
I couldn't
read the morning paper for anger. 1
to
lick Iachlan Trower. In
wanted
the office I tried to be civil to the
stenographer, but she did double
work out of very fear. People al
ways act so foolishly when I'm angry.
made up my mind to see Trower
myself. 1 wouldn't mince matters.
It was 2:15 when an usher direct
ed me to Trower's table. A woman
was sitting beside him.
Picked up another girl," thought
I. "I know these actors."
He arose, all the women looking
at him. My revenge waa near.
'I have not the pleasure of your
acquaintance," said he.
1 m Florence s rather,
I said loud
enough for the woman to hear.
'Florence s?
'Can't remember,
eh? Woefully
forgetful."
'What do you mean, sir? he ask
I could see the actor surging
ed.
Into his gestures. He must fool the
woman. 1 handed him the letter.
'That ylll explain what 1 mean.
sir."
The diners were watching. Some
of the women feared a fight and
looked ready to scream.
"Ah, yes,
said Trower, suavely.
Couldn't the young woman come?"
"Suppose I'd let her dine at a ho
I pronounced
tel with an actor?
actor" the meanest way I could.
Trower's eyes glared, his hands
clutched. He was too well trained,
however,
to
show perturbation.
Gracefully he turned to the woman
and said:
"Mrs. Trower. pardon me for pre
senting an Individual who evidently
can think good or no one:
Mrs. Trower arose and bowed.
Miss
"So sorry
Brooks couldn't

It
At stated yesteraay. the president's letter needed no explanation.
spoke for itself lrv.no uncertain tones.
Mr. Hagerman's antics as governor
f New Mexico have now been laid bare in their true light and he Is left
without further recourse, through his own lack of Judgment which has
President Roosevelt has been placed
characterized his every official act.
In the right light and any
man can Judge for himself.
Of late the Morning Journal has been systematically hammering at the
good government
public in an effort to secure the organization of
leagues throughout New Mexico.
The
This effort has been unavailing.
yurpose and intent of the Morning Journal is plain.
Relieving that it has
deceived enough people into believing that H. 3. Hagerman was a white
winged martyr to the cause of good government, It plans to get some sort
Of an Independent organization behind him, secure the endorsement of the
democrats and make a fight for the delegateshlp under false colors.
i
That the plan will never be carried Into effect is only too apparent. In
His letter to the governor. President Roosevelt in a kind, yet Just manner
enters fully Into every point of controversy of the Hagerman regime.
He points out clearly and precisely Just where Hagerman failed In his
duty.
He does not enter Into Hagerman's motives out of a feeling of kind
nesa for the youj.g man who made such a botch of his first public office. He
states, however, that If he were to have Judged Hagerman by the motives
most apparent, he would have removed him and not have requested him to
resign.
While in the kindliest and most Just spirit, as Is apparent in every line
the letter is even then a scathing rebuke.
In the face of the statements made by the president in that letter It will
no. longer apear as the Morning Journal tried to make It appear,
that
Theodore Roosevelt had been grossly deceived through his own lack of
mental capacity.
v
As before stated. The Citizen does not feel that one word it can add
will serve to better explain the letter in question.
'.
At the same time in the fuce of the malicious misrepresentations on the
part of the Morning Journal and other
papers, It cannot help
but call attention to a few salient features of the letter.
For Instance, the president has been held up to the public by the Morn
lng Journal and Its PecoB edition, the Roswell Record, as a fool, a liar, a
s,
buying, trading politician and the victim of plotting, Intriguing
t In his letter he shows plainly and undlsputably that he knew what he
was doing and acted In. accordance with the "square deal," of which he Is
a real exponent.
He does not neglect to praise Hagerman where he thought praise was
due, but In summing up, he states positively that on the whole, Hagerman
was a most unsatisfactory governor a man unqualified to fill a position of
such trust.
Incidentally, It will be noted that the president does not mince words
In reference to the foolish advice given Hagerman by his attorney general
W. C. Reid, who tried to shield Hagerman by admitting that "he did it.'
If there is a real martyr In the whole amusing affair, It would appear
that W. C". Reid was "IT." At least he says he was.
The president while speaking of the land deal, In which Hagerman In
VOlved himself, clearly showed up the motives of the boy executive In de
llverlng the deeds In question.
He did not comment unreasonably, he li
not censure.
He stated facts, clear, hard, cold facts, and let it go at that
No more was reeded.
He calls attention to the buying of the upper house of the leglslatur
with public cff.ces.
As he stated, Mr. Hagerman could offer no explanation
to fit the act.
Incidentally the president indicates that despite the fact that he was
supposed to have been to grievously deceived, be was well aware that Mr.
Hagerman completed the land deal In order to secure the endorsement and
support of certitjii democratic politicians, to which he was continually
Mr. Hagerman did not explain that little matter either.
trucklriR.
Hut the president states that he found it necessary to consider only one
thing In order to be convinced that Hagerman was not a good governor
that was the r( port of the department of Justice upon the rand deal. These
are a few points upon which the Morning Journal ami the Hagerman-llel- d
Blunderbund have not wanted much eloquence.
The president In his usual fearless manner stated the truth about them
and riot hint? but the truth.
It Is therefore Justice to Theodore Roosevelt and to the p opie of this
territory that the truth should be known. The Citizen has made public the
facts and it is willing to stand where it has always stood, for the people, the
republican party, Theodore Roosevelt and the "Square Ileal."
I '
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office-seeker-

'

come.
Some chump at the next table was
laughing as if he had heard a de
Ucious Joke.

The following from the Silver City Enterprise needs no comment: "The
Hagvnnun are desirous of having the incident closed.
enemies of
but the friend of Mr. Hagerman propose that it remain an open incident."
Springer Stockman.
"We presume that the Stockman mean by the 'enemies of
Hdtferrnan' those persons who favor the removal of that 'honorable gentleman' because of his fraudulent disposal of the territorial lands; his bribery
by appoiMinent to office of six or eveii members of the legislature; his attempt to induce other members to support Ms "reforms' in exchange for appointments which he offered and they reused; his pocketing' of a bill having for its main object the protection of the people in the artesian well belt,
t KoHei), fcgalrjst the depredations of one J. J. Hagerman; his ridiculous
Action in vetoing bills etiaclJng into law recommendations which he himself
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Summary of Conditions.
May 31. American
York,
stocks In London steady, about parity.
Bank of England rate remains at
4 per cent.
London market quiet and Inactive
during holiday.
President's speech at Indianapolis
gives general satisfaction as indicating conservative attitude of administration towards the railroads.
In
Soft
coal strike threatened
Pittsburg district.
imCrop and weather conditions
proving.
Strong demand for stocks in loan
crowd.
No truth In rumored Issue of
Ontario and Western short
term notes.
Anxiety of Bank of France to secure gold likely to continue until
Russian situation becomes clearer.
American locomotive year's gross
earnings will be largest in company's
history.

Principles.

New

Kansas

Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
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Extra Matinee

30

WHEN YOU BUY A

Decoration Day

Opera

5

Direct From
Mcntht Tour

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, May 31. Cattle receipts,
Market strong, lteeves $4. Sufi
6.55; cows $1.7615.50; heifers $4.25
to
(ii'4.70; calves t5.00ii 7.25; good
prime steers $6.20 (n 6.3( ; poor to medium $4.501 5.50; stockers and feeders $3.001i 5.15.
Sheep receipts 5000. Market steady.
Western $4.25 ' 6.40; yearlings $6.10
de 7.00; lambs
$6.25 ti ii.oo ; western

and stront
cast of principals;

Mexico and Cuba

124 South Second St.
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man
jrcy possibly.

'Header

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
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Matinee.

Runaway Girl
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There Are No Better

of

Presenting
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LI
Wl.u
Geo. E. Mack

PIANO

BUY A

CHICKERING

John C. Fisher

2H0O.

$6.25

Starting

ThurstUy
3 NI&HTS MAY

City Livestock.

Kansas City, 'May 31. Cattle receipts 2000. Market strong to 10c
higher. Southern steers $4.00 n 5.40;
southern cows t2.501ji3.75; stockers
and feeders $3.25 4.8(1; bulls $3.4afii
4.75; calves $4."Oiir6.5u; western fed
steers $4.50(fi 5.90; western fed cows
$3.25 ft 4.60.
Sheep receipts 3000. Market strong.
Muttons S 5.4 n 'rt 6.75; lambs $7.25r
9.00; range wethers $5.25 ti 6.25; fed
ewes $4.75 iJi 6.00.

fit

THEATRE

Produce Market.
Tlnirxlay Mubt.
Chicago, .May 31. Closing quota"Perhaps you'll explain the letter,' tions:
100
.cpt.
July
Wheat
99ig,4;
I remarked, bound not to let Trower
A
fit
.
get away so easily.
Corn May 53 Vj; July 53'i.
"Not for your benefit, but to put
Friday Nlelit.
July
Mnv
4H14.
oats
4K1:
me right before these people. Your
Pork May $16.35; July $16.50.
daughter has written a successful
Lard May $9.22 Hi July $9.27 '2'i
play. I will start It in New York. I
marvel at her talent, since she could 9.30.
Itibs May $8.S5; July $8.90.
not have Inherited It from the paterSaturday Mis I it.
nal side."
Nearly all the fool people were
St. I.otli- - Wool Market.
tittering.
St. Louis, May 31. Wool steady.
"Here Is the contract
drawn up for her to sign. I pre- Territory and western medium 20 'it
Each Production Carried
sume you're too busy to take lunch 24c: line medium 20fti21'sc; fine 15
'a 17 c.
with me. Good day, sir!"
Complete
laugh
one
Trower let out a
of
those confounded stage laughs, and
Money Market.
some kind of stillness got into the
New York, May 31 Prime mercanother Idiots.
tile paper 5 ' per ct n;; silver 67':
4 Carloads of Scenery
The law can't stop a man from money on call,
per
'a rn
making a fool of himself. I suppose cent.
1 was one
that day. Yet. why should
an actor write a mysterious note to
Big Beauty Chorus
Metal Market.
a young girl, purposely to get her
New York. May 31. Lead steady.
father into some predicament? Why 6; copper
2 4 'S' 25.
dull
couldn't he have explained the purpose of the meeting in the missive
Spelter Market.
75c to $2.00
and not have Itt a. man go against
St. Louis, May 31. Spelter higher. Prices
the game I struck? 1 never will be $6.35.
able to endure actors.
(P. S. I told Florence she better
sale at Matron's Wetlncs-- ,
nnsT-- c LAss
thk dayScutat H ona. in.
go and sign.)
MON ARCH (,ll(K KI1V.

TiRfillZ

TO BUY &

I

The Albuquerque

flatters
Hats Cleaned and Mocked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
cialty
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Order
Attended
to
Promptly.
Ex-prc- ui

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place' before you
PIANO-BUY-IN-

TODAY

Si fTeeds Ho Comment

Now
(letoltet tf'dttnn York Stocks.
.Ill.SS
American far Fniin,lrv
. 34 i
American Smelters
116
New York, May 31 Prime mercan- gg
Atchison
'
7
Anaconda . .
Baltimore and Ohio
M'a
urnoKiyn Jtapid Transit
51
lfiT
Canadian Pacific
30
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western com... 10
Cheasapeake and Ohio
344
25 H
and R. Q. com . .
I.
2 Us
Erie com
f,
Kile first pfd
G. N. O. Ctfs
52
Mexican Central
lit'i
o1
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
109S
12
Norfolk
123
Northern Pacific
32 7i
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
llftS
Reading com
100'4
Hock lslnnd com
19Ts
Southern Pacific
6H
18 'i.
Southern Hallway com
St. Paul
126
Union Pacific
133 :
V. S. S. com
32 "
V. S. S. pfd
H"H
14'. 4
Greene Cnnanea
Copper Range
82 '4
North Butte
24 H
Hutte Coal
160
Calumet and Arizona
Santa Fe Copper
24
6 '4
Helvetia
1 i
4
Shannon
4 7v
Old Dominion
Sales to noon 303.200 shares.
Total sales of stocks 623,000.
Money closed 2 per cent.

OUR

STOCK

Cash Buyers
not overlook
shipment of
ORDS. We

CONSISJS

OF

OVER

G

FORTY

PIANOS

and all who may desire a Piano will
this sale. Just received a $1500
TALKING MACHINES and REC
will be Glad to show YOU our stock

Corner
St.
3rd &. Gold Ave.

COPYRIGHT

THK CHILDREN OF TODAY ARE
THE WEN AND WOMEN OF
riione 5S0.
TOMORROW.
Do not Injure
their physical and
e
mental well being with
Remember, they si"
bread.
he;
when fed best. Select a quality ot
you
know
bread
muJe
is
that
iit:h: 1..
a rpeclalty. Beat
Saddle horse
way. Under sanitary eor.di.
driver in the city. Proprietor ot every
tions, of good flour, proneriy nii:e.
"Sadie," the vlcnle wagon.
and baked, o as to be whoiei-omiiAMimooK itnos.
nutritious. Halllns' bread on trra.
112 John Street will
Phone 590.
be found to fulfill eery reiu
1 5.
PIONEER BAKERY
207 Soutii First Street.
r
class
and repairrirt
er. Just reoeltcd &hipi)ienl of new
Dr. Williams' Indian Pll
shoes.
cure blind.
I Lointiiieiil
Indij-'t-Hitii-

Highland Livery

MATTEUCCI
Oxx-make-

IllH
ii i
fJW I

i

LEARNIRC & LINDEMANN,
200 Wet Golu Avtnuo

The Square

Katabllshtd

Music Dealers
1BOO

GREEN FRONT,

FEE'S

105 North First St. II

II
II
U
HOMEMADE
(.it

PEERLESS
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S
STORE.

DRUG

p

r"Pile,

Bierai"
,ia
ltsbnorbmhetumorj

as apuiialcs,

Instant r

lul' 1r' n itlisuis'lnitiunPilc Omv
I men!
is prepared (or Piles and luulng of the private purls
boi jt

wurrsmea. vy
...
L,, ...,

r.--

rt
arut'tfii,
..
i mte.,i . "7- nis'l on

-

Till PAY,

ALErqraiQl'E

MAY 31, 1007.

900

SOLDIERS

EVENING

MAN

PASS10FF1CERS OF NATIONAL DRUNKEN

DIES

Summer School

i

ERS

FOR

THROUGH

SUNDAY

CITY

GUARD

II

BF

WILL
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CITIZEN.

Mrs.

Large Variety of Spring Veg- Members of 26th Infantry
From Fort Sam Housand
etables and Fruits-Fiston to the Philippines.
Meat !n Abundance.

En-rout-

e

h

-

Colonel Borradalle and Lieut. Death Bed Scene One
Col. Van Patten to Quit BeArouse the Greatest
cause of Age Limit.
Sympathy.

members of the
Nine hundred
h
United States Infantry,
en route to the Philippines from Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, were In Albu- lUeruue for two hours this afternoon.
The men arrived In three special
During the
trains of ten cars e;ich.
stay here the boys In khaki wandered
around the business streets, or took
car rides to old town and Barelas and
the lumber mill, and other points of
Interest.
The regiment was in command of
Maj. C. J. T. Clark, commandant of
the Second battalion. The members
of the Second battalion, the headquarters and regimental band were on. the
first train. After eating lunch at the
Alvarado the band gathered In front
of the hotel and played various mar
tial airs, drawing applause from the
crowd which gathered.
The First battalion was on the second special, which arrived five minutes after the first, with Maj. K. K.
Hatch in command.
The Third bat
talion on the third train arrived here
at 12:25 o'clock and was in charge
of Maj. 11. 1.. Hoberts.
Major Hoberts said that about
twenty years ago, while a lieutenant,
he was stationed at the army post
Old Albuquerque, during the period
when army posts were situated about
seventy-fiv- e
miles apart In this terri
tory.
"We are en route to the Presidio,
ot San Francisco, from which place
we board a transport on June 5, sailing for the Philippines, where we will
relieve the Ninth Infantry," said Ma
jor Clark. "The Ninth will sail for
the Lnlted (States Immediately upon
our arrival, and they will relieve us
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
. "Colonel ltrown is on leave of absence and he will join the regiment In
Manila.
We left San Antonio Tuesday afternoon, during a rain storm,
and during our trip through Texas,
Indian territory, Kansas and Colorado, It rained Incessantly.
After we
passed the Htiton mountains
the
weather became balmy."
The soldiers were in good spirits,
all anxious to reach Manila. A number of them have seen service in the
orient before, while others are on
their first trip from the land of their
birth.
Because of the fact that many soldiers attempt to desert when ordered
to the Insular possessions, each car
was guarded by four sentries, armed
with the regulation army musket.
When told about several of the
Fifth cavalry deserting recently, Ma
jor Hatch said:
"The men are feeling fine, and are
Nearly all of them
treated well.
have seen swrvlce before, and I fePl
safe In saying that none of them
have any Intentions of deserting
When the regiment was ordered to
prepare for foreign service, a num
ber of the short enlistment men expressed a willingness to be trans
ferred to regTments which did not
have to leave the country.
Their requests were granted. All of the boys
have had opportunity to stay in the
United States, but they unanimously
chose the Islands."

by
General order No. 7. Issued
Governor J. W. Reynolds, commander
in chief of the New Mexico national
guards, has a number of announcements that are of interest to residents of Albuquerque.
Col. John Borradaile, First regiment, wil retire tomorrow with the
general, after
rank of brigadier
twenty years of continuous service In
the national guards, during which
time he has held commissions from
lieutenant up to colonel.
Colonel
Borradalle commanded a company of
men In the 'fcfl'g in and about Albu
querque against marauding bands of
Indians, and for meritorious conduct
promotions came steadily.
When
war broke out
the Spanish-America- n
Colonel Borradaile raised company K,
hirst territorial volunteer Infantry, of
which he was captain.
Lieut. Col. K. Van Patten, second
In command of the First regiment,
will also be placed on the retired list
tomorrow, with the rank of colonel.
Colonel Van Patten hag been In the
service of the territory many years.
during which he has seen much active service.
Before coming to New
Mexico he served throughout the civil
war.
Today Colonel Borradaile and Col
onel Van Patten' are the oldest offi
cers In the national guard. In point
of service In New lexlco.
Capt. Henry W. Ruffner, chaplain
of the First regiment, will also be re
tired tomorrow on account of physi
cal disability.
Until successors to Colonel Borra
daile and Lieutenant Colonel Van
Patten are chosen by the governor.
Maj. O. G. Myhre will have command
of the regiment.
The order is countersigned by Adj.
Gen. A. P. Tarkington.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

H. H. Wllhlte. recently cashier of
the Alvarado hotel, has taken a lease
on the Seaberg hotel at Baton,, and
will take active charge of the place
on June 15th.
Mr. Wilhite will have associated
with him H. D. Moulton, recently of
Washington. I). C.
"The Seaberg hotel Is a house of

Twenty-sixt-

IS ON THE MOVE
Fifteen men under the supervision
of Martin Tlerney, street
commls
sioner, were put to work this mornup
ing jacking
the fire department
building, preparatory to its being
removed to First street and Grand
avenue, the new fire headquarters.
"We would have started on this
work several days ago," said Tlernt-y- ,
We have
"but the rain hindered us.
the office already moved, and It won't
take long to have the tire building
moved.
At present the fire headquarters is
located in Springers barn, on West
Tijeras avenue.

JEWELER EOl

4
4

4
4
4

PICTURES

Phone 878

ostoist
rowist
READ and

II.

THESE ARE

BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

and
'

Low Prices

I.SU

Do you Intend buying a. vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If yon
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good atyles within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

AKED

FRENGH

j

Alvarado.
Charles A. lialley. St. Joseph, Mo.;
C. K. Hecklcy. Chicago; 1). F. Lyon,
Chicago; L. 11. I'utncy, Atlanta, lia.;
F. M. Hlsbee, La Junta; R 11. New-IfLas Vegas; K. 1. Leanell, Kansas
City; C. L. Pollard, Espanola; H. V.
UUder, Chicago; J. C. Rodham, Denver; T. V. Neely. Los Angelex; H. l.
Moulton, Washington; Ueorge Hall,
Chicago; C. Harrison, A. C. Harrlld,
Newcastle, Ky.; H 11. Wllhlte, Itaton;
C. T. White. Chicago; Edward Forbes,
Chicago; Mrs. K. Kurtz, Chicago; T.
S. Rrown. Chicago; Mrs. Julius Welz- ler. Holbrook, Ariz.; K. O. Faulkner.
Los Angeles; Miss Julia Frary, New
York; o. C. Rrnwn, Philadelphia.

PLANING

THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
When In need of Nash, door, frame1 h,
403
etc. Kcrcvn work a
South lii-H- t street. Telephone 403.

Morelli. the Tailor
Ladles' and Men's Clothing: Cleaned, Pressed
and Repaired.
Men'a
Suits made to order. All work guaranteed. Prices reasonable.

toa n.

rirmt mt.

C. F. Allen

SI ii rye.

208

J. A. Harlow, Ctica, N.
Mayagutia, El Paso; J.
Window.

Y. : Isabel1
A. Reiinett,

West Gold

10 per cent.

t.ruixl Central.

TO

Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

Ke.

small cash payment and
a month will buy a
house, with bath.

120.00

Suoy.

Cheyuay. Shoshone, Wyo.; A.
M. Yanng. Pueblo. Colo.; T. L. Uory.
Tucson. Ariz.; D. D. Cooper, Oklahoma City.

REALTY

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

Subscribe for Tlie TrrenTng Citizen

Under Havoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

0XOf0C0OfOfK)f

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
presenw
your health, prolongs yew Ufa
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IX TOUR ITOMR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
K)00OtX30X5X30XK)00
fCOOOe0OOOeK!X5CO

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PIYNHNTG MIl57
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW UKICK IJUILDLNO

EtOeOeX00Oe3wOeX0

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW HEX- -

P0OwOwOOOwOOwODOw

HENRY'S

(Elfantng attii JrpsBhtn UJorkB
Frinch Dry onj Steam Cleaning,

t

Guarantee not
the mat Delicate of LaJiet Garmenlu
If

to Shrink

Fade

We Moke a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

It.
I'I.MI
MAItQt'KTTK.

ICS-I-

HENRY
MFS. ROSEJjlbuquerque,

KtST IHVIS AVINU!

ttu or savov hotii

mtPnosi

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

us;
r?y
BEST OF QUALITIES

Out of Town Order Cioen Pwnpl Attention

CooJi Called for an(ftDelioeteJ.

I'llKK,

soft sole shces ond slir
in any color b'J( a pair at '.
May's fihve Ht'.rc. 314 West Kallrnad

A

J. H Davenport and wife. St. Joseph. Mo.; W.
Chicago; J. E.
Uilpen anil A. J. H:ain, El Paso.
V. S.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

eastern-mad- e

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mattox, Hal-- 1
lup; I. H. Hamilton. W. E. Flaherty,
A. E. Jeffries. Ias Vegas; L. Uradford

POLITICS Prince, Santa

Open Day and Night.

MILL

L. L. Lyons, Denver;
E. C. Law.
rence, Denver; J.
Carpenter, Ket-ne- r;
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin RoofJoseph Rlbo, INrnalillo; Dan Eling, Shopp-cll- p
Tanks, Galvanized
liott, Las Vegas; D. Seaman,
V. J. Sanchez. Valencia, N. M. ; Edgar Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.
Schaffery, El Paso; D. J. Leary, San
1- -2
Francisco; E. H. Avr. New York; M.
T. Agee, Denver; I'. H. Arnold, San
Francisco; M. D. lietts, Vaughn; T.
H. liaca and wife, San Antonio, N. M.

D.

Santa Fe Restaurant

BAKERY

ALBUQUERQUE

e,

MrtroKlitan.

Wfaere to Dine Well

Don't Forget The

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

nitsT AMI
KYKItYTIIINU hilt THE TAItl.fC
ItEVr QIAIJ'IY AMI UEST
'

MATTKUCCI BROS.
W. Tljoras Are.
Pbona

4

EANS

m

l(atii--

623-62-

Grocery Co.

LINE

varado.
"I have nothing to ay in regard t
Ohio or national polities," said Mr
Kurtz this morning. "I am here to
meet my wife ami daughter and tu
get a little rest.
Everything Is pro
gressing nnely in Mexico, and imlh
lug unusual has taken place in the
have been away
mines recently.
much Ohio so long that I don't know
musch or care to ay anything about
the situation there in regards to the
next presidential race."
Mr. Kurtz was a delegate to the na.
tiontl republican convention in St.
Louis In 18t. which nominated Will-laMcKinley,
of
then
hlo, as the candidate of the republicans for president. The Kurtz will
stay here several day.

r

The Champion

Call up 597

1

Second

Lucca Olive OilJ

ILLUSTRATED

Oaige.

N.

Groceri, Meats, Poultry, Best

And Evening

son-in-la-

j

$216

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

For Saturday Matinee

w

J. L. Kurtz, or Columbus, Ohio, a
well know i mining man. who has in
vestments In smiif of the best initio
of Mexico aiol a prominent ixditidan
of the Buckeye Mate, arrived in A
buquerque this morning
from E
Paso, meeting hi wife and daughter
are
They
registered
here.
at the Al

IN

. . Staab Building

PROGRAM

A new

JAM

F.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

CARRIAGE
street sign is being painted
In front of Bennett's curio store on
First street.
of I). C. Labbe.
The father-in-lawho has been critically ill at the
home of his
is slowly Improving.
H. A. Woolford, district attorney
for Socorro and Sierra counties, with
SONG
Mrs. Woolford. arrived In Albuquerque this morning.
"When the Mocking Bird
The Ladies of Triple Link Re- Sings in the Wild Wood."
bekah Lodge No. 10. I. O. O. F., will
meet Saturday at 2:30 p. m. sharp,
for drill at Odd Fellows hall.
There was a meeting of the Wo
MOVING
men's club this afternoon at 3 o'clock
In Cause of Faith and
for the purpose of closing up all the
business of the last year.
a Free Pass.
Members of Lodge No, 1. Knights
of Pythias, colored, who held a
benefit concert at Red Men's hall last
night, are much pleased with the success of the entertainment.
The Odd Fellows of Albuquerque
will hold memorial services In honor When in need of
anything in the
of their deceased members on Sun
day. June 8. The program and place
IJAJCERY"
of meeting will be announced later.
G. Oxendlne left this morning for French Bakery Co, 202 E. R.R.Ave.
Coyote canyon with six men to start
developing on a more extensive scale
at the mine owned by him and L O.
Hosenneld, and In which they recent
ly struck ore carrying $783 In gold.
The Learnard & Llndemann Boys'
band held a regular meeting last
night at Its rooms. The suits ordered
by Mr. Learnard are expected soon.
upon their arrival the boys will commence rehearsing the program to be- gtven about the middle of the month.
Quarters for the city Jail have been
secured In the J. Korber building on
Second street, near Copper avenue.
Carpenters are at work making the
necessary alterations Tor the accommodation of the police court and of
fices. The six steel cells, which will
'
be purchased by the city, will be InTel. 597
stalled In this building when they ar 202 East R. R. Ave.
rive.

e

seventy-fiv- e

J.

ALBERT FA BUR'S

And Evening

;

T.

I Expert From Eastern Factories!
! Reyff .& Dowdell

Our Prices Are the Lowest

Open Every Afternoon

AIJOUT TOWN

Proposes to Give Gate City
First Class Hostelry-Begi- ns
Alanagement June 15.

UPHOLSTERING

Come in and see them on

our floor.

DID

'

OVER SEABURG HOTEL

TALK OHIO

We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods In
Chairs.
Rockers, Settees
and Tables In natural finish.

RI.ACK-IIERKIE-

H.H.WILHITE WILL TAKE

DECLINES

Furniture

charge of the summer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects In
which you are deficient.
will have

to

Business College

Mtitntiitum

KURTZ

ts

Albuquerque

rooms and Is the largest
nosieiry in Itaton. said Mr. Wilhite,
who Is In the city straightening un
his affairs previous to moving to the
i.ate my with a view of remaining.
Itaton is growing and 1 believe that
there Is demand there for a hotel of
the first class, which we expect to
mane tne seatierg. While Mr. Moulton s financially Interested In the
business, the management of the ho
tel business will be directly
under
me."
Mr. Wilhite has hail four
years
training In the hotel business with the
world renown Fred Harvey system of
noteis. and previous to going with
Fred Harvey, held a clerkship In the
ONLY A DRUNK, BUI
wen Known Baltimore hotel of Kansas City, and there is no question but
that he will make the Seaberg the
HE FOREEITED $5 equal of any hotel In the southwest.
His many Albuquerque friends wish
him success.
Mr. Moulton is also In the city toAndreas Baca, arrested by Officers day.
Kennedy and Knapp yesterday even
ing, while in an intoxicated condition,
and who was afterwards released on YOUNG COUPLE
15 bond, forfeiteil the bond by his
in police court this
morning.
UNITED IN WEDLOCK
"Well, outside of that case. I guess
24 c.
we have nothln' doin'," said Judge
t'l't'l'M IlKltS, ltl- - Craig.
"I was In hopes that the old police
IsHKS. OMONS. CAl I.IEI) EIC court
At the home of the bride's mother
would die hard, with a Mrs.
AM'AltAt.lH, tHKSS, MINT, WAY pretty room
L. S. Watson. 6 3
South Arno
of
up
big
spoke
Chief
docket,"
AMI l.ltlEN
MjIA.SH
HEWS,
street. Miss Alma Watson was united
Police McMillln.
In matrimony with J. T. Horton at
UEETS. Tl ltMI'S, TOMATOES.
The room used for a police court
o cioi k last nignt.
t he cereMONARCH (,U(K'i:ilY CO.
by the city has been occupied by the r:ji
mony was performed hv Rev. H. H.
M Y YOVlt It'K CREAM AMI local authorities eleven years, and Hammond anil about twenty friends
t'AMlV AT WJFFS, CORN Fit for a number of yeiirs before that and relatives of the nrlde and groom
FOURTH AM RAILROAD, AM was occupied by the Bernalillo couu were present. The newly married
IV officers.
couple will reside in this city at M1
.H l- - JlOJi.1,
South Arno street, and will receive
friends after July 1. The groom was
I.OriKX's (ilARANTEED PI' R IS ' AT WALTON'S Dni' STORK
ICE CREAM AT VAXX'S.
ITIF'S ;OOD. IOI.1) ROOT BEEJf In business In South Carolina before
he came to Albuquerque three years
ago. The bride has been a teacher In
the public schools.

6c;

Conor-Rober-

(

IftlltttttltTltti

AT

0,

C

Kl Paso. Texas, May 31. With her
small infant clasped to her breast,
Perfeta Cruz, a Mexican woman about
40 years old,
died suddenly In a
squalid room of the IMamond Bar
rooming house, 312
South Oregon
Special Rates
street, yesterday morning, a few minutes after midnight.
to those who take up shortHer husband was nodding sleenilv
In a corner of the miserable quarters.
hand and typewriting or bookami a young girl was asleep on the
keeping on the scholarship
floor at the time.
Wakened by the
plan. Write or call at the Licries of the Infant, Cruz roused to ut
brary building .for further Inter a grumbling request that the
formation. Address the
mother quiet the child, and when the
woman did not answer he went to the
bed and roughly shook her to dis
cover that her body was growing cold
with cleat H.
When Coroner Marshall arrived an
empty bottle which smelled strongly
of whisky was found In the bed he- side the corpse. The motherless In
Library Bldg.
fant was sobbing unceasingly on a
pile of rags, and in a corner was one
N. M.
Albuquerque,
of the dead woman's daughters cry
ing softly huildlect with her disheveled OOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
hair about her face and her head
resting on her knees.
FIXE STRAWBERRIES.
The story told by the husband to
MM; AN
the coroner was that his wife had
RERRIES,
been drinking to excess fur several R XSI'ltKRRIKS AM) CHERRIES,
days, and that she had been without AT THE MONARCH GROCERY.
whlskv all Wednesdav. Hp saIi! that
she had probably been dead for sev- -'
eral minutes before he was attracted
by the crying baby, and found that
life was extinct.
1
There were no marks of violence
on the body as far as could be seen.
The husband of the dead woman is,
Juan Cruz, a blacksmith, w ho h.is
worked In El Paso for the last fif- -'
teen years.

Nl
DEAD IN HIS RED

Silver City, N. M., May 31.
4 It. P. Hennemen. a Jeweler, who
4 arrived In this city a few days
e ago to work for a local Jeweler,
4 was found dead in his room at
the Broadway hotel. He Is
4 thought to have died from heart
4 disease.
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"I'm nut the only broiler In town
this week," remarked the spring
thicken, who was crowded In a small
coop outside the City market on Cenavenue. "There are others.
tral
Quite a lively bunch, too, they Fay
that Fl.her opera troupe.
"What Is my age? I don't mind
telling that, even at the risk of being
called a romancer. I was born on
the 4th of March, 1907, on a farm in
dear old Kansas. My mother was a
lady at least the old hen that hatched me was she Is a thoroughbred
Plymouth Hock and has the egg record fur l'.ttij In the slate of Kansas.
I feel all the affection of a son for
that venerable fowl who tlrst taught
me to scratch for a living.
"I know positively that I am not
an incubator chick. I can spot one
of that breed as far as I can see him.
They are a tough lot, which Is only
natural since they must make shift in
the world without the benefit of a
1
am Inmother's kind training.
clined to believe that the reputation
for toughness that we spring chickens have is due, not only to some old
hens who conceal their correct age
and pose as being younger than they
really are, but to the Incubator
chick.
"No doubt incubators are all right
In their way, but so Is an orphan uy-luIn this age such Institutions
are more or less of a necessity, but
the time will come oh, yes, the time
will surely come when every chicken
will enjoy the advantage
of home
training.
"On my way here I read a funny
yarn In the newspaper It was on the
train and the paper was spread on
Uie bottom of the crate in which 1
was shipped. The story said a bunch
of incubator chicks were hatched and
the weather was so cold that they got
disgusted and crawled back into their
shells. That's only a mild sample of
the w lerd tales concocted about us,
but hasn't this been 'a corker of a
spring season?
"Why, even back In Kansas the
weather has been so cold that every
farmer's wife in the state has converted her kitchen Into a chicken
hospital.
"No, I never laid an egg. I'm not
that kind of bird; and besides, if 1
was 1 wouldn't be old 'enough. Speaking of eggs, 1 wonder why they are
always broke. I never heard of an
egg yet that was not broke some time
or another.
They must be a prof
ligate lot and I can t understand why
they are tolerated In a respectable
community at least some eggs.
"I asked an egg the other day how-he felt, and what do you suppose was
the answer? It said, 'Hotten.' That
egg ought to be excommunicated.
"Crops are good this year at least
I have nothing to complain of about
my crop. The supply of corn Is good
and you see I am fat. I m a corn-fe- d
fowl and feel fine. I never had the
chicken pox, pink eye or spavins, and
I didn't come to New Mexico for my
health.
"I know my days are numbered,
yet It's a consolation to know that
only the good ale young, i Know my
death will make others happy and I
am resigned to my fate.' I reflect
with martyr joy that my drum-stic- k
will be clinched In some chubby fist
and my tender ttesh enter upon a
glorious apotheosis, a human reincar
nation.
A large variety of spring vegetables
await the selection of the housewife
in the markets this week.
The wet
weather has had Its good effect on
native garden truck and the product
is of unusually
excellent quality.
Prices are a trifle lower than last
week.
' Vegetables.
beans, IT1, 4c;
Wax
old potatoes, 3c; new potatoes, 5c;
cucumbers, T'ic; tomatoes, iuc; peas,
lUtsr; spinach, 7c; lettuce, 2'c;
cabbage, 6 14 c; new onions, 2'Ac, dry
onions,
rhubarb, 7c;
5c a bunch; caulltlower, 15c to 20c;
new beets, two bunches, 15c; carrot
two bunches, 15c;
two
turnips,
bunches, lac; green beans, 15c.
up
Oranges,
30c and
Fruits.
bananas, 40c; apples, 10c; strawber
rles, 12 '4c; blackberries, 12Vc; cher
ries, Sac; grapefruit, 10c each; 1cm
on., 30e; Ixigan berries, 20c a basket.
Fish. Hed snapper, 15c; sea V;ts,
15c; salmon, 25c;
loc;
barrlcuda.
frogs' legs, 25c; yellowtall, 15c.
Meat. Beef, 8c to 20c; pork, 15c
to 20c; veal, 10c to 20c; mutton, ttc
to 17 He; spring lamb, 75c, one side
to
ham, 15c to lite; sausage,
15c; spring chicken,
dressed 3jc;
spring chicken, alive, 32c; turkey.
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J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212 NORTH SECOND
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and in explanation to the others, "Her
ankle is In pretty bad sliape."
Freddie Fairfax dropped the lines,
and the pins made a break for freeejaculated, "I'll
dom,
he
"lice."
bring my motor car."
refused,
rind waved
"No." Eleanor
him away. "Hun nfter your pigs, little boy. They're in the clover."
With one excuse and another she
got rid of all of them; then she held
out her h inds to ilai I lonald.
"Did ynu care. Hugh." she asked,
wistfully, "when he spoke that way
about giving you money?"
"Not after you defended me. he
said.
"It was when I saw you standing
there among them that I realized
bow light they were and how true,
you were and different and I knew

From Diana's Diary
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He bent over her. "What ill you
know, iienr heart?"
"That I wanted to live In the par- somige with you and to grow old to- gether- and to have you love me al- wavs Hindi."
(Copyw right, 1907, by H. Sprague.)

CITIZEN.

EVENING

1TUOW,

national Mckinley monument at
westlawn cemetery nearly completed

MAY SI. 1M7.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
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tlie Top of tin' Washington Monument."
wonder to me she doesn't get tired
At last 1 am en route with Mr. of it. I know I am. Sne generally
"Alexan-daw," goes to sleep while I am reading, ami
Cushwads and her parrot.
full of wanderlust and dtnlnR THEN I have to sit and amuse her
car frrub.
Mrs. Cushwads has told "Alexandaw" until she wakes up.
me that we are to take In Washing- Then I have to read some more, and
so the time goes.
ton. Atlantic City, New York and
OUTSIDE, bathed In brilliant sunand as this may be the only
chance of my LIFE to see them, light, lies Washington the wonderful,
you can gamble that I am going to and ALL I have seen of It is the
I
rubber at the sights for all I'm worth. monument from a DISTANCE.
We are NOW at Washington, hut had hoped to see the congressional liALL, I have seen Is the top of the brary, the white house, the capitol,
Washington monument from the car the Sinlthsonlun Institution, Arlington
Mrs.
Cushwads
window.
hasn't cemetery, Mt. Vernon and dozens of
stirred from her room In the hotel other sights, but Mrs. Cushwads
ONCK since we arrived, and has kept doesn't CARE to stir out of the hotel.
me right by her reading to her the
Mrs. Cushwads evidently LIKES to
"Life of Iidy Jane Grey." This Is travel, but, like a crate of onions, not
the SECOND time I have read it to us a passenger. Am I stung?
(To Be Continued.)
her since we left home, and It's a
In

II.

a,

wkia

Hike

her ns he knelt. "Does it hurt now,
dear heart?"
"Don't," Bhe said, and her Hps
trembled, "don't call me that."
''I shall always call you that In
my heart," he said.
Then he squared his shoulders and
stood up.
"I'll help you get home."
His arm went around her and she
clung to him. "I'm afraid I can't
walk
it hurts awfully."
"I'll carry you," he offered, but she
protested. "( ih, no, they ar e coming
back."
The pigs were rampant now, and
squealing on the homestretch.
The
sheep were so frightened that their
eyes were wild, and they stumbled
over the rough road.
"Oh. poor things, poor things,"
Eleanor said as she saw them.
The minister caught at the violet
ribbons with one hand, and brought
the woolly steeds up with a Jerk.
"I'nharness them," he said to the
man in pink.
"You've spoiled the race." shrieked
the little woman in scarlet.
"Miss Lester was to reward the
winner," explained one of the stout
gentlemen.
Hut the minister was pulling off
the violet wreaths.
"Take them home, Jock," he said
to the collie, and to the protesting
crowd, "They happen to be my sheep,
and I can't have them killed In this
way."
Freddie Fairfax came back with
the pigs In tow.
"We would pay you for them," he
said. Insolently.
In a Hash the minister faced him
with clenched fists, but it was Eleanor who crlod. Indignantly. "Do you
think he cares about the money,
Freddie?"
as
She drew close to
she said It. and the minister thanked
her with his eyes. Then, as he noticed her deadly paleness, he cried:
"We must get you home ut once,"

(By Virginia Illalr.)
suid Hugh MiicDonuld,
""are they men or monkeys?"
Jock, being a collie of Intelligence,
roclted his ears conversationally, and
followed his master to the edge of
the bluff, where they stood looking

'"Jock."

over.

Down the road below them, driven
ipellmell by a youth in bunting pink,
hogs.
came a team of razor-backAround their necks were wreaths of
buge yellow chrysanthemums,
and
the long yellow ribbons with which
to
Ineffectually
tried
driver
their
guide them, were of shinning yellow
ed

satin.
Behind them a quartet of stampeding sheep,
and
with violet satin, dragged after them a laughing, romping youth,
violet-wreathe-

har-neKA-

d,

also In hunting pink.
The two contestants In the strange
race were followed by a shouting,
excited crowd. A little woman in
scarlet, joining hands with two stout
gentlemen, brought up the reur, and
Ihey all disappeared around the curve
together.
"Well, Jock," said Hugh MacDon-al"it's a poor way to treat the
pigs, and you could take better care
of the sheep than that."
The collie wagged a responsive
"tail, but his eyes were still fastened
on the road.
Hugh, following their direction,
aid:
"Oh." quickly, as a girl limped Into sight.
tthe looked up and waved her hand
at the minister.
"I'm coming!" he shouted. and
Jock led the way down the winding
d,

path.

When they reached the road they
found the girl sitting on a big stone.
"I have hurt my ankle." she said.
go on without me."
"I made them
"Were you following that?" The
his head In the diminister Jerkedmotley
procession.
rection of the
"It
Her cheeks named.
"Yea."
.must seem awfully silly to you."
.
condemn-4"It'a cruel," the minister
take better care
"Jock could
"
of the aheep
"I don't believe they thought of

Mac-Donal-

that."
"Do they ever think?" he questioned her.
Tm not sure," she confided, "but
they're awfully good fun."
"I think it was Just as good fun

when you and I used to pick wild
flowers and row In my little boat on
he lake. Those were nice, simple
before these society
lirnes. Ellie,
came up here to make fools
of the country roiK. ana your ruiner
made his money selling land to
them."
"Oh. you don't know them," she
excused. "They are
One of them gave a lot of money to
the poor and we're going to hive
tableaux for the old people of the
parish."
"My old people are well taken care
of " tie said sternly.
Her face fell.
"Hut we want to have the tableaux.
I inn going to be Juliet."
"To w hos Komeo?"
"Freddie Fairfax's."
"The pig driver?'
you
put It."
"How unpleasantly
she said. "He's awfully nice.''
moment,
a
There was silence for
and then he said: "Do you love him.
Kllie?"
"Everybody
calls me Eleanor,
now." she remarked. Irrelevantly.
"Do you love hlni?" he Insisted. "
"I in. "no. I don't love any one
His dark face was very tender as
the
lie said. "And yet, I once nud you
that
Kreal happiness of believing
be
to
we
were
me
and that
loved
married and that you were to live
In the parsonage with me. and we
were to minister to my people, and
grow old together in a beautiful un"
ion
gave a little cry. ".My ankle
hurts." w is her explanation, but her
eyes were full of tears.
beside her.
He krie-l"Let me take on" your shoe." lie
bandage it with my
can
"I
s.ild.

From the New York World.
Would you like to have several legal wives at the same time?
If so.
you have but to study the
varying
laws on divorce In the several stales,
and you will final that it is entirely
possible to have more than one wife,
if you exercise proper care.
Judge Hobert Taylor, of the federal court of Ohio, made this declaration In an address delivered recently in Cleveland, and his statements
are accepted as correct by eminent
authorities.
The divorce laws of the several
states form crazy quilt of endless
patchwork.
The taste for marriage,
can be gratified under them as can
the taste for color in the bedspread.
A few years ago a man might le- gaily have folded two wives to his;
breast In the state of New Yor k, but
now he must distribute them In different slates. Tlie New York law that
gives automatic
divorce after five
years absence has been repealed. V'n- uer it, after an absence of five years
a man might return and take to himself the wife he Had left behind or
he might bring with him a new one.
He was still married to the first,
however, if they chose to renew the
relation. Hut now this arrangement
exists only in Arkansas, otherwise the
limit is one wife to the state.
The collector of wives might do
well to start operation In South Carolina.
Here he may be tied tighter
to a woman than in any other statu.
He should remain with
his
bride
long enough to gain citizenship In her
native state and then hie him away
to some other state anil bring suit
for divorce, possibly on a charge of
cruelty or desertion.
The papers
should be sent to the sheriff of
some
place to be
served. They would be returned unserved, and the letter of the law having been carried out,
the divorce
could be granted.
Hut the state of South Carolina
recognizes no divorce and would still
hold them to be man and wife, and
the wife may not know that a divorce exists. In South Carolina they
are still man and wife.
Dropping into Chicago he, may
wed a young woman there.
When
the heavy footfalls of his spouse dull
his finer sensibilities he may
hie
him away to Hot Springs, Arkansas,
and get a divorce on the ground of
No notice of this need
desertion.
necessarily reach the Chicago wife,
as the summons can be served by
publication in some obscure country
weekly newspaper.
He marries a young woman from
the red, yeil hills, and with her he
may live for awhile and then be off
again.
He wanders from state to
state, getting divorces and marrying
again almost wherever he pleases.
Possibly he turns up in Arkansas
in rive years with no more wives to
his credit than when he left and
without having gotten a divorce. If
so he Is regarded as dead under the
laws of that state, and his wife
may have taken to herself another
husband. He may wed again In that
state if he desires, but his other wife
may. under the law, 'condone' his
long absence uud return to him. He
lias two wives in Arkansas regularly
married to him. yet he is no bigamist.
IIAIU DKESSEK A7TD CHIROPO
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In silence he untied the pret'v low
hoot, and drew it off gently. In nil- rice. too, he wrapped hiM handker- - I

'

ilef about her slim ankle.
"There," Jie aald, and Junked up at
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Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

Every Proper

Accommodation,

Solicits

and

$150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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Canton.
The movement for this monument
ait
McKlnltly's
IVesldent
resting
place was started by the late Senator Hanna, Supreme
Day
Justice
and Former (iovernor
Herrick. of
(hlo. Much time was lost in picking
a design and It was little more than
a year ago when the builders began
w ill
wor k.
The - dedication
tane
place next September.

Territorial

General Manager S. B. (li lmshaw, of
the Santa Fe Central.
POSITIVE PltOOF.
Should Convince tlie (irentcst Skeptic
In .Albuquerque.
Because it's the evidence of an Al
buquerque citizen.
Testimony easily Investigated.
strongest
of
The
endorsement
merit.
The best proof. Read It:
J. M. Parker, living at 317 South
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "Doan s Kidney Pills are en
titled to the strongest praise I can
give them.
I never placed much
faith In patent medicines, but I can
say I have derived more good from
Doan's Kidney Pills than 1 supposed
It would be possible for me to get
from any kind of medicine or treatment. Several years ago I began to
notice Indications of kidney com
plaint. A year ago my condition
reached the state where I was an almost constant sufferer from pain In
my back and trouble of an alarming
nature existed with the kidney secre
tions. On one occasion the kidney
secretions stopped altogether and
had to have a physician draw It from
me. At that time I was employed as
a locomotive engineer and had to giv
up this work, as the Jar of the engine
made the pain In my back beyond en
durance. I suffered from pain across
my loins and in both sides over my
hips that I would have to sit down In
a chair and lean my back against
something to support it. At nigh
after I would retire I would not sleep
any more than an hour before the
pain would waken me; then I would
have to sit up in bed and bend over
In order to get relief.
The kidney
secretions were very profuse, and
my
misery was
what added to
burning, scalding sensation which ac
companied the secretions.
About
three months ago I learned of Doan's
Kidney Pills and procured a supply.
In a short time every dilflculty was
corrected and I have no trouble at all
with my back and kidneys now.
am as well and strong as ever and
am certain that I could take up the
work that I had to give up, and could
do it without any trouble. On occasions without number I have recommended Doan's Kidney Pills, and
whatever I can say for them will al
ways afford me pleasure."
by all dealers.
Price 50
For saleFoster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the Unltd
States.
Itemember the name Doan's and
No. 24
take no other.
revrters.
To Chicken
Mausard'a Mills are a'"ng good
wheat at $1.50 per 10a lbs.

Topics
Heard, of Carlsbad, shipped
steers Monday to
Everett, South Dakota, sold to Bloom
and Mossman, who have pastures in
Dakota.
A. C.

ld

On account of the short time in
which to prepare for the alfalfa festival at Artesia and Ihe time set being
so near the Fourth of Julv. it was
thought best to postpone this event
until some conenient time in the fall.

Emilio ValJez has purchased

the

big Jacquot rinch of 4,000 acres for
i3.i)U0. It is located sixteen miles
southeast of Springer.
A total of over four hundred home
stead filings have been made In the
vicinity of Hoy, N. M., since November 1, llimi, and an analysis of the
former places of residence shows that
Hie majority are from Oklahoma and
Very few. as yet
Indian Territory.
are on their claims, however.

C. F. M limburg w as seriously In
jured several days ago while at work
at the Eliila cement plant.
He was
engaged In carrying some heavy timbers when he accidentally fell through
an opening in the roof of the engine
room, striking on his head on the
ground fourteen feet below.
The work of constructing the Mary
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at Iter parlors. No James mission s"h ol for boys bywhich
be erected at Santa Fe
the
209 West I'.allroad avenue. Is pre- will
Woman's Hoard of Home Missions of
pared to give thorough scalp treat- the
Presbyterian church, will begin
ment, do hair dressing, treat corn
In a few days. W. E. Piper, of Pueblo,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She Colo., who lias been awarded the congives massage treatment and manl tract. Is now In the capital city to
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara superintend the construction.
tlon of complexion cream builds u;
It is persistently rumored that the
the skin and Improves the complexat Jerome,
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In I'nited Verde smelter
Ariz., the property of Senator W. A.
jurious. She also prepares a hair Clark.
Is to be removed to Farming-ton- .
tonic that cures and prevents dan
N. M., so as to be nearer the
druff and hair falling out; restore large coal and coke fields. After the
life to dead hair; remove
mole removal of the smelter It Is said the
warts and superfluous hair. Also
Clark Interests will construct a railface powder, a freckle cure and plDi road line from Jerome to Farming-ton- ,
via Oallup, for the shipment of
pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
preparations
are purely vegetablt ore from the United Verde mine.
compounds. Have Just added a '
The railroad station at Estarn ia has
brator machine for treatment of been
and a new platform
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It built remodeled
In front of It. The depot at
palm Morality is also to undergo some re
Is also used for rheumatism,
and massage.
pairs, according to tlie statement of

o
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

WHEN

Canton. Ohio. May 31. There are
several McKinley monuments
the
country over, but the national monument, the one fur which considerably over half million was popularly
subscribed, is hearing
completion
here In Westlawu cemetery, where
tlie murdered president's body lies.
It is a magnificent pile, In a oeauii-fu- l
location, overlooking the city of
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ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCERS AND OIRCG TOR
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD3
.Prealdeal
M. W. FLOURNQY
Vice President
FRANK McKKB
....CaaMer
R. A. FROST
Aulatant Cashier
H. T. RATNOLD9
Director
IS. S.
POBITORY
Capital
Autnorlied
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflta

I

Depository lor Atchison, Topcka

& San

I500.08l.lt
$250,000.11

la Fe Railway Company

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the per
sonal, painstaking care of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
rmtaaMiwvj)'NB
m

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

WE HAVE SECURED

RIO

mcKtefCejcize&

Of St. Louis

"OLD RELIABLE."
aT

NE OF America's most interesting

Dqu'j

LUMBER

GRANDE

CO,

Corner Third ant Marquette

Miss Rose P. Schabacher
lecturers on

the culinary art and a thoroughly practical
demonstrator for a series of demonstrations, begin-Mining Friday, May 24th, and continuing until June
1st. Every afternoon from 3:30 to 4:30. There
will always be interesting features in the program
which will be changed daily.
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ESTABLISHED

1171.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries Id
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Albopnioe Gas, Electric Light and Power

Co.

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkots Roofing

First and Marquette
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
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handkerchief."

DEPOSITS

They Keep the Flies Out

good-hearti-- d.
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Free Lectures on the Art of Cooking
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"All I Have SH'ii

ALLOWED

Albuquerque, New Mexico

i

railroad!
Departments

Direct From
The Orient
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COAST 1.IXF.K.
Cul., May 3 1.

San Pernardlno,
Vice President 11. K. Kciuiilck, General Manager A. G. Wells, General
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hi'ar it everywhere.
"I'm
a:i worn out."
Did you ever
Well, it means
just this; 'my
liver isdulland
not
working"
rroperl, my
stomach is taking too much
food which it
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CONVENTION

M.

Pittsburg. Pa., Miy 31. A verdict
has been returned in favor of Mrs. C.
A. Green in her suit against Mrs.
Annie G. Kiefer, Mrs. .Marie B.
Kramer and Mrs. Annie F. Rafferty,
prominent society women and members of the Friday Afternobn club, an
exclusive organization, the damages
awarded, however, being only nominal. Mrs. Green had sued for $25.-00and the Jury awarded her 6 Vi
cents, which places the costs on the
defendants.
The suit resulted from the receipt
by Mrs. Kiefer of a letter in whiuh
she was charged with dishonesty in
connection with the club affairs.
Mrs. Green said that the defendants had accused her of being the author of the letter, awl she asked for
compensation us the result of the humiliation which she said she had suffered through the statement alleged to
have been made about her.
The letter which caused all the
trouble follows:
'"I want to tell you that you had no
ripht to run the Friday night party
the way you did. You did not act
right or on the square, and many are
not satisfied at all.
"You had no right to change the
night after the regular time had been
set. and we paid for the prizes, ami
our women deserved them, not two
strange women who lever were In
the club at all, to pay nothing, and to
beat our women out of their rights,
and 'ou never spent all the money
you took up, so you may well entertain at the Country club when you
are paid in advance. Card shark and
Show this to your
thief and liar.
husband."
0,
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FOR CASH ONLY
after may is
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Washington
Fashioned Apparel

None Oct ten

COAL

Friday Club Said
She Was Dishonest. She
Appealed to Court.

A Member of

ALTOS

MAPJDELL

Agent
the
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.
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be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in
the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
by our iron-cla- d
guarantee of "Money back, if you
want it." We do business on the square.

is'nt digesting
properly, I'm

joust smosiu

Thos. F. Keleber
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Dr. King's

WITH

Discovery

Nov
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P iei o t i o n

C

S

A.

I N O

fort able

Price

ONSUMPTION

60c

OUGHSaM

$1.00

Fres Trial--

OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACH
MOTT'S

PILLS

PENNYROYAL.

Thrv ovtrtftin Wftknmi. ir
l itivnfiru.
and bftiiiali "itath

M.W'

ll.ty ki
I. We
womfanho"!. uulitm
totflrlaft
velopment of orpin ant booy. ftknown
f..r wnm n onw
Hun."
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Don't Pay Alimony,
to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for It If"
you keep your bowels regular with-Dr- .
King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appenriht-ha- s
no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist
25c Try them.

JAP-A-LA- C.

.

NIK.

ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
WEthe
Clothing that will satisfy him and prove to

Bton tr. fthtnW
"hat It means?

FOR WINDY

0 AWARDED

FINOS
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il clogged up
from being In
Superintendent I. L. llibbard. Chief doors with so
tittle fresh air all winter
Engineer 11. C. Phillips, and other officials of the Santa Ke, who have been long, and my body is full of impuritouring the coast lines of the Santa ties. In consequence I'm dull, half
Ke, passed through the city last Wedfeverish and tired all the time.' That
nesday, en route to San Francisco. is what 'all worn Out' really means.
They will spend two or three days on Take a tablespoonful of Cooper's New
the valley lines and t the San Fran- Discovery three times a day for two
cisco terminals
weeks and the 'all worn out' feeling
The party of officials visited San will certainly
leave.
Diego Monday,
and the following
Mr. Burger was 'all worn out' once.
statement as to Improvements on the
"For some weeks I sutTered from an
San Diego line was made by General
affection cf the stomach that seemed
Manager A. G. Wells:
"During this year the Santa Fe will to wear me out completely. My sysfor
also cut the Del Mar hill, lowering tem was run down, my bowels constithe present 2.2 per cent grade to 1 pated, I had dull headaches and
per cent, thus reducing the rise from although I was not sick enough to go
116 feel to the mile to 53 feet to the to bed I did not have ambition to
stir
mile.
I read of Cooper's New Dis"Perhaps within the year, and If around.
it. I am glad
not this year, then certainly
next covery and began using put
VY. L. TRIMBLE & CO
me on my
the Santa Fe will avoid Soledad to say that two bottles
Suckers' Support of Cannon year,
every
symptom of ,
feet and relieved
canyon."
Vice President Kendrlck confirmed my trouble, it is one of the best sysLIVER T, SALE, FEED AND
Will Frighten Away
the several times published statement tem tonics I have ever heard of."
TRANSFER STABLES.
that the company will the coming John Burger, lll'J Hopkins St., CinLUMP
BEST
CLARKVILLE
year spend between $2(U,ono and cinnati, O.
Republicans.
Horses
and Mules Lought and
PER
TON
$6.50
$3(10.000 in Improvements at the San
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
Bernardino shops, which indicates V We sell the famous Cooper remedies.
PER TON
18.50
Chicago, May 31. If Illinois Is "on that the fear that the improvements
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
not all come this year, because
THE J, H, O'RIELLY CO.
the square" for Uncle Joe Cannor might
Second Street, between Railroad and
of
or
policy
the
retrenchment
the
for the presidential nomination, the railroads,
Copper Avenue.
is unfounded.
Corner Second St. and Railroad Ave.
chances are against Chicago "grabt
bing off" the republican national con11AIL-IAKING DK.VU'K I'Olt
vention of 1S0S.
This information
Rest couches, felt mattresses, child's '
SAFETY OF Dlt WltRMX.I S. rolling
reached Chicago recently from Washchairs. chlffonHrs, cots and
New
May
York,
31.
New
The
ington.
Political
leaders consider
book cases are among the new arrlv- a
the news from the national capital as Haven railroad has Just placed
als for the week at Futrelle's Furnitdevice on the new four-trac- k
DKVOKS READY PAINT
tantamount to a declaration of war drawbridge
ure Emporium, corner Second street
over the Housatonic river and Coal avenue.
by the administration
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
against
the
Naugatuck
renat
will
Junction
that
speaker of the house.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
impossible the recurrence of an
Subscribe for The Evening Citlwn.
The national convention must not der
Stops Leaks, Last Five Tears.
on
accident
to
similar
Atlanthe
that
be held in hostile territory," is the tic City drawbridge
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
last year. This
substance of the word which was
caused t lie experts much
carried to republican leaders who are accident
408 Wait Railroad Avtnua
and the new device is the outanxious to secure the big republican study
drawcome.
new
of
The
rails
the
event for this city and for which a bridge instead of meeting with blunt
strong organization is to be perfected ends, overlap
each other fully a foot
Monday.
It Is understood that Chaira half. Hut the chief measure
man Harry JS. New, of the republican and
of
safety
a
is
means of locking the
national committee, is headed for
ends of the rails by use of a bolt
Chicago to make a personal investiga- two
plunger. On each rail is a hole
tion of the Illinois situation and to or
and when the two rails are in their Mexico City nnd
ascertain just how strong and
return $10.25, June
proper
position the tower man, by
a to 15 Inclusive. Limit August
Is the movement to make Senmovement of a lever, drives the bolt
3
inn?
ator Cannon the party nominee for through
the two holes, which firmly
president.
Va.. and return. 15 day limit.
fastens the two rails in a rigid and Norfolk.
sixty
J5S.75:
day,
$72.90; season
The Impression which goes forth perfect alignment.
By means of a
limit. Dec. 15th, 187.43.
from high sources is that the presi dial the tower man can tell if the
AVE.
Denver
return,
$23.70;
and
Colorado
dential nomination lies between Sec bolt has made the movement necesSprings and return, $20.75; Pueblo
retary Taft as the administration can sary to lock the rails. Thus absoand return. $18.95. Tickets on sale
didate and Speaker Cannon, who is lute safely is assured before the sig
June 1st to Sept. 30. 1P07. Return
now said to be the center
about nal is given for the train to cross.
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
which the interests arrayed against
mm
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
President Roosevelt will converge.
SANTA it: IS
Tin:
Chairman New is believed to be in
SHORT OF LABOR.
the possession of credentials
from
The Santa Fe company Is rinding it
Washington which empower him to ditlicult to secure enough men to keep
declare emphatically that the national up the wink on the "rip track degathering shall not be held in the partment of the shops, says the San
heart of country which may be In- Bernardino Sun.
The result is that
VK "It binds
imical to the desires of President the number of "bad order" freight
political
Roosevelt's
IT
friends.
with the foot
cars is rapidly filling up, they being
It is to learn the true strength of stored In large numbers on tracks
the speaker in his home state that where they will not Interfere with the
-The flexible sole Red Cross
the Chicago pilgrimage of the nation- regular
unfinished
tratllc.
The
al chairman is to be made.
Shoe is co in
tracks in the new yards In this city
from
are being used for storing purposes!
'he start.
until such time as the shop force can
reach the cars and put them into!
The burning and
ARE shape for
road service.
This Is an unfortunate situation In
caused by stiff soles and the
the face of the car shortage that the
pvils of thin soles are prerailroads are now experiencing, but '
CHARGED WITH STEALthe otilcials say It cannot be helped,
vented
by the Red Cross. It
as It seems almost Impossible to se- enables a woman to be on her
cure competent workmen for the1
"rip" tracks.
The present force is
Feet for hours at a time with
being worked long hours and even on
ING
Sunday to try and catch up, but the
:omfort.
bad order cars seem to pile up so
rapidly they can not be gotten
A stylish
Carlsbad, X. M., May 31. 1!. M. through the shop.
for the number of cars
and S. L. Mitchell, doing business outlineof reason
shoe that's
commission because of being
under the name of Mitchell Pros., ami
Is
since
Immense
that
the
defective.
who are prominent sheep owners on
absolutely
of tratllc on all the railthe plains east of Carlsbad. were congestion
the demand for cars has complaced under arrest on the charge of roads
comfortable
pelled the company to keep the cars
sheep stealing.
us possible,
1 he complaint
was sworn to by the In commission just as long
result being that a large number
members of the ltuckeve Sheep com the
pany, Griffith & Swigart anil Sim of cars are now being put in the "bail
class.
order"
Musical
Eaves, charging them with the theft
in
With the advent of the summer
of 440 head of sheep.
months It Is expected there will be a
They gave bond for their appear slackening
up of business sufficiently
ance in the sum of Il'.OImi each.
to permit the catching up of the "rip"
No. Si, Rid Ota
When the hotter
work.
Chamberlain's
Colic.
Cholera fliiu track
taunt O.H Jitutitr,
let"1
will
be
on
there
weather
conies
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There is probably no medicir. of the refrigerator car work, which
Between the acts Colored Moving Pictures
made that is relied upon with more will allow more time to be expended
)xfords,
implicit confidence than Chamber on the ordinary freight cars.
lains Colic, Cholera and DIaihoe.
' $3-- 5
7
a
Sunday
No.
hand car
struck
Remedy. During the third of a cen evening
No one was
tury in which it ha9 been In use. peo Injured, east of Hebron. men
Shoes,
iigh
all gave
as the section
ple have learned that it is the one up
engine
the
hit
ship
before
the
the
$4.00
remedy that never fails. When re
duced with water and swee'ened It is car. The car was badly damaged.
0 Let us
pleasant to take. For sale bv al
fit you,
For stomach troubles, biliousness
druggU's.
and constipation try Chamberlain's
25c.
SEATS 35c.
Liver Tablets. Many
Our ROrcil PUT worn aon'i have Stomach andcures
have been erlected
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- - remarkable
by them. Price. 25 cents. Samples
try Co.
006X)06060606K3606OsOSt1
free. For sa'e by all
121 Railroad Avaaua

SUES FOR $25.- - NO

61-4CEN-

ON THE SQUARE!

Till:

Cor. Coal and Second

t

ALL WORN OUT.

Charles Simpson, of llnton,
and
Miss Mabel Iturr. if Smith Center,
Kan., were married in that place on
Wednesday. Mav 22
Mr. and Mrs.
Simpson arrived in Raton last Sunday
and will make that city their future
home. The groom is one of the most
popular railroad boys in the vicinity
of Raton and has the best wishes of
his many friends for the future happiness of himself and wife.
IMPR() KMF.NTS M)IJ

V

W.V. Futrelle Furniture

We're Always

i

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mat
tings from

PAGE

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

This
UXXXXXXJo worn
out"

20c per yd. up.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL

.

ESTATE-LOANS-

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlna

A. E. WALKER
iNSURANCB

Secretary Mutual Building Assocssi
tion. Office at 217 West RallrssM

aching W; E. M AUGER

BY

MISTAKE

Silver City, N. M., May 31. Maty
Eaton, aged 23, of Plnos Altos, died
Sunday morning from an overdose of
Demorphine, taken accidentally.
ceased had been cooking for John
Freaney at his saw mill near the
Twin Sisters, and was found Sunday
morning lying in her room unconDr. Truholtz
scious but still alive.
was hastily summoned from Fort Hay-arbut arrived too late to save the
young woman's life. At her side was
found the medicine bottle almost
empty. It had contained morphine,
which the young woman took when
attacked by painful headaches. On
Saturday she had complained of a
headache and It is supposed that In
attempting to relieve it took too much
drug.
of the powerful
Deceased
comes from a well known Plnos Altos
family, being a sister of F. W. Eaton.
Justice of the Peace Newcomb
went up on Sunday, and a coroner's
Inquest was held, resulting in a verdict of accidental death.
The funeral of the deceased took
place on Monday afternoon at the
city cemetery. Kev. Jackson read the
burial service.

d,

MAY 1,
FORT BAYARD. N
Sealed proposals in triplicate
for sinking and walling a brick well
lit feet in diameter, 4D feet deep, at
this post, will be received here until
11 a. m., June 1, and then opened.
Information furnished on application.
United States reserves right to accept
or reject any or all proposals. Envelopes containing proposals should
be endorsed "Pre posals for Well" and
addressed to Capi. S. P. Vestal,
ISO".

The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co.

TON I G II T

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fee
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D BT.

SHEEP

"Fun in a Boarding: School"
Satire

A

Three Acts

sjL.

vSrS-

The Life of Christ

PRICES

RESERVED

WM. CHAPLIN
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brewed the beer richest
in uctuul food values.

BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N.
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
U GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING IH.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY ISO BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST PHIP-PINPOINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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The Pabst brewing Pro.
cess reduces the percentage
of alcohol to less than St'
while making the beer abso
lutely pure, healthful, and
Btrengtiienirg.

Eroest Meyers

A Co..
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Fresh and Salt
Bteam BanMage Factory.
EMIL KLI EN WORT
Masonic Building, North Third

All Kinds of

0.

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATI
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block)
Albuquerque. Telephone No. lis.
Give us your ROUGH DRY
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

,

.

KsoaoooooooKs
Its Location

H
The rai st Eight-DaMaltintr 1'rocesa make
Pabst lilue KibUin lieer
the most healthful beer

Meat Market

5

jn countries vwicre ueer
is the national beverage.
there is practically no drunk

enness, for beer contains a
of alcohol
email
and is rich in food values.

THIRD STREET
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BUFFALO PINCH AT VANN'S
NEW FOUNTAIN.
The case of Albert W.illis vs. the
Raton Coal and Cuke company, wjj
fcivtn a- hearing las Saturday before
YV.
K. Conner, at the law
Referottn-of Attorney Charles A. Sple-s- ,
Wallis. who is now a resiin Raton.
dent "f El Pas,,, claims that $3.iMtl is
d ie him for railroad work done for
in lSH'i.
the ci'inpar--

WOOL

with Raube and Maugeir
Office, 115 North First Stl
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

sSOSO-SOSOSO-

COME

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

Pres

Sec'y'

I
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THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

D
II

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,

U
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TWO-THIRD-

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

WM. M. BERBER,

B
B

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

WITH
WITH

Sl

BECKER,

B
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S.

provement Co.
jOHN
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A Railway Center
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ALBUQUERQUE
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DIRTY

PERSONAL
PA RAORAl'IIS

IhI long rnongli to

Tltoy
coiMinco

llii'lr wearer tliat
buying llirni warn a good

llldt'

SHOES

OUR

tliH

(U'liionMlratlitff

fiui, tliey furnish nt tlie mine
a

time

fcHing.

comfortable

lliojr Rive without the
of stylo Is where tlicy
never full to give tliemwlvew a

11m
KiHTifioe

GIVE

good roooiuniomlatlon.
When
our hhoew are once worn their
use Imtohios continuous.

SATISFACTION

Try Them
Men's Patent Colt Shoe ami Oxfords
Men's Vlci KM Shoe anil Oxfords
Men's Ilox Calf Shoes and Oxfords
Women's Iatent KI1 Shoes and Oxfords
Women's XU4 Kid Shoes and Oxfords
Women's t'anvas Shoes and Oxfords
Sliocn and Oxfords for lloys and Girl

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$S.OO

2.50
2.00
2.50
, 1.75
1.50
1.00

$1.00
3.50
3.50
5.00
3.50
2.25
2.50

;
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W. HICKOX

r Just

YNARD

Y. MA

We Are Displaying
Hand Painted China

Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
South Second St.
Tha Arch Pront

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

109 North Plrat St.
All Kinds of Indian and Uaxlean Goods. Tha Chaapasl
Plaea ta buy Navajo Blankats and Maxlean Drawn Work

The

J. ti.

O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything in our line.

Or

AN ELEGANT LINE

LIBBEY'S

shhllimmt cur olabv

H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

CO.

Tinners

W.R. R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line 6f

White

Refrig-

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

MARKET
Farmers Must

Judge A. L. Kendall, postmaster of
Cerrlllos, visited Albuquerque yester
day on his way home from a visit to
California.
E. J. Kankln, of ftiis city, who has
been up In the San Juan valley on
business, returned to Albuqueniue
last night.
N. E. Stevens, of this city, left yes
teriiay for Pecos City, where he w II
assist In the institution of a new Od
Fellows' lodge.
Louis C. Becker, cashier of the
First National bank of Helen, return
ed home last night after a short vlsi
lu Albuquerque.
Solomon O. Baca, the wealthy
sheep man of San Antonio, who ha
been here since yesterday on business,
will return home tonight.
Prof. H. F. Asplund, of the Unlver
sity of New Mexico faculty, was i
Santa Fe yesterday on business con
' neeted
with that institution.
Prof. P. A. Marcellno, the well
known music Instructor of San An
tonio. arrived in Albuquerque thi
morning. He is here on business.
John Woodward, of Club's Landing,
British Columbia, Is lu this city on
He contemplates making
business.
Albuquerque his future home.
who
has
Dr. John H. ITaynes.
otllces In the X. T. Armijo building,
returned lust night from the San
Juan valley, where he has been on
business.
S. Tolle. a young man from Kox
bury, Kan., who has been spending
the winter In California and New
Mexico, passed through the city this
morning on train No. 2, en route
east.
J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, visited this
city yesterday. He was en route for
Santa Fe after a trip to Silver City,
where he made an address at tha
graduating exercises of the Silver
City normal school.
James Schmidt, of Lawton, Okla.,
is In the city.
Ho was formerly extensively engaged in gold prospecting
In the Wichita mountains in western
Oklahoma, and after a visltl In California, for which place he will leave
tonight, he will return to Albuquerque
to Investigate the Manzano mountain
prospects.
J. Sedlllo, the well known mining
expert, will start tonight for Hills-borwhere he will take full charge
of the San Antonio gold mine owned
by Elfego
Baca, attorney, of this city.
This ' mine Is located near the famous rich Bonanza and Snake gold
mines. Extensive developments will
be begun at once on the San Antonio
mine.

Water

Coolers

Filters

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

I'iriii'

SATIKDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

THE

E VERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQCAKE DEAL.

We Invite

30c
Diadem Butter, per pound
2 lbs. fresh (linger Snaps
13c
2 cans of Corn
13c
1
1 bottle of
bottle Chow-Cho1
Catsup and
bottle of Pickles. 25c
2 pkgs.
of Cold Water Starch... 15c
10c
grade of Jam
12
2 cans of California
Grapes.... 25c
20c
23c can of Baking Powder
10(
(irape-Nutper pkg
10'
Buckwheat Flour, per pkg
Large cans of Milk
0i
3 cans of 10c grade of Sardines.
25c
THE MAZE.
VM. HIKKE, lror.
s,

p

With Many of
KntorprLsew in

Identified

Whs

largest

8

One of the Joys of

8

Spring Lamb

the

Colorado.
Denver. Colo.. May 31. Walter S
Cheesman, president of the Denver
I nlon
Water company, and one of
the foremost capitalists and citizen
HERMAN ZWEIGART
of Denver, died unexpectedly at 3:35 8
this morning. He suffered a stroke
S
f paralysis last Wednesday, but his H
PROPRIETOR
death was not anticipated by his phy
or
friends.
sicians
Phone 185 jj
Arno & Coal
Mr. Cheesman was born In Hemp
steii Harbor, Long Island. June 27
1138, and came to Denver In 1860 rkTXXXXX3000000CX3000C030000
establishing
himself in the drug
business.
He since had been Identified with
In
many of the largest enterprises
Colorado ami had accumulated grea
wealth, being the largest owner of
real estate In the business district or
this city.

I

.1.

l

I'ISICK.

Al'CTION.
Grand combination furniture sale
Wednesday afternoon, June 5th, 1:3
o'clock sharp, at new Raynold
Mrs.
building, west Central avenue.
K. W. S. Negus and Mrs. Carl Gill
man .both well known residents of
the city, will dispose of their hand
No sick
some furniture at auction.
ness In either family; goods need n
Sale
consists
recommendation.
part of Charter Oak range, gas range,
linoleum, laundry stove, two rerrlg
erators, two kitchen cabinets, tables,
utensils, dishes, two dining room
suits, two sideboards, china closet
bookcase, round table, base burner
mahogany dresser
two chiffoniers,
and dressing table, brass beds, fold
lng bed. library table, solid rosewood
sofa. Inlaid mahogany table and desk,
blrdseve maple dresser, washstanus
and dressers. $400 upright piano in
actual use about a year, Morris chair,
serving table, carpets and rugs, sani
tary couch, hair and Ostermoor mat
rockers, chairs In
tresses,
fact.
enough to satisfy the most fastidious.
Tuesday
sale.
goods
before
See
H. S. K.MGHT, Auctioneer.
J. V. PALM Kit,
HltST M MAKVI FTTK.
i;VKKYTIIIX; FIMt TI1K T.VIU.K
l
HKST VVAUTV AND HKST

L

SIMON STERN

F. PUiMKlV

FIKKT AMI M MtOl'KTTK,
KVKKVTHIXi Ft Ml TIIK TAIU.K
BKS
HKST OlAUTY AMI

Shoes, Tan or Black

ow

Prices $3.50 to $6.50
We have just opened up some
beautiful new things in Low Cuts.
Call and Sao

l1' la

OJ Ail Ail

Spring-L-

We want to call your attention
to our Shoe Department. We sell
the two most popular lines in the
United States. Our Hanan and
Douglas brands both prize winners
in their class

DENVER

DEAD IN

J

lll(rilZ
rj ua uI i

II
In' Vil Xr--Ol
a v

t

U

The Railroad
Avenue Clothier

iU

ew

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

&

Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools s
LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

MOWERS

1

I'ltK'K.

Hunter's Wagon Yard
200

TREE PRUNERS

McCor inick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

KANSAS CITY
Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

Beef Tenderloins

Pork Tenderloins

Steaks
5k

N. BROADWAY

We buy and sell horses, buggies,
and everything In live stock and ve
hicles.
TELEPHONE

J CREAMERY

BUY MERRITT'S

627

i?

The

$ &e Ideal

W, Gold

G. H,

Games

Central

Avenue

HAVE

Optician

114 Central Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

YOU

Mir kT irflirr I Oirmrs
Tls
lie now
ticuu ibai oiyua
bT T- - 7. r
r

So

New Location

I-

S02 West Railroad Avenue. Phone 131

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43

They Speak For

hoe

fiStore

SEEN THEM?

1

N. M.

LIVERY

BELL'S

Newest
and Latest.

?g

FANCY WORK
224

need.

3? The Season's

Stumping Done to Order.
Man rials for

C Wilson

Just what you

want.
! Just what you

BUTTER

FANCY DRY GOODS

fash- -

8j

lonable and timely

It?

fnnt.wft.ir.

m

High Grade Shoes

m
W

f;

"r

Oar Specialty
The IDEAL SHOE STORE a?

Themselves!

Leon

18

Hertisg,

Manager

West Railroad Ave.

GlELITZt lie TAILOR

NTTtSE.

Mm. A. II. Meyer, 016 South Third

8

WILIER S. CHEESMAN

.1. 1'.

Just Arrived

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

8

post-morte-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOIl SALE Twenty lots on New Mrs, M.
York avenue; 33,600. A. Montoya,
215 West tjold avenue.
PALM Fit.
l'lltST AM) .MAItOl'KTTK.
EVKItYTlllXt; FOU TIIF TAIU.K
IN
HKST OI AI.1TY AMI HKST

If you want your thin
summer suit to hold its
shape and color, if you
o""v want no kick to come in the
end, see that yout suit is of "all wool" and from a reputable
clothier.
Such Suits are reasonable at $15.00 to $25.00.
He will soon learn, who experiments with shoddy
clothing, that it is not satisfactory.
Men are learning every day that the betterkind of
clothing is the most economical in the long run.

Keep

Chicago. May 31. The executive
committee of the American
Meat
Packers' association, whose member
ship embraces 275 slaughter houses
In twenty-seve- n
states, met here to- lay and adopted a resolution asking
all Inspected slaughter houses to buy
cows and other animals subject to
by the
examination
L'nited States government.
The claim is made that diseased
cows come from dirty farms nnd that
the farmers responsible will clean up
ami take measures to keep disease
ut of their herds when they find that
the market for diseased animals is
cut oft'.

a Bad One

Hobby is

Their
Pens Clean or Their Stock
Won't be Purchased.

XOTlt'K.
The boarding house of Miss Lizzie
Westerfeld, ut CI I South Broadway,
has decided to suspend during the
summer months.

Water

The Cheap Clothing

BY PACKERS

ltnera!1y
IVnver. Colo., May 31.
rising
fnlr ti)nlht and Saturday;
temperature.
A. J. Frank, of Algodones, Is lu the
city on business.
L.. Pollard, (if Kepiniohi, visited
this city yesterday.
Marino F. Wena, of Santa Fe, Is In
the city on business.
A. H. Henehnn and wife, of Santa
Fe, were In the cliy yesterday.
F. L. Klttely, of this city, was a
visitor at Santa Fe yesterday.
Julius Stnab, who has been to El
Paso on business, returned to this city
yesterday.
John ' Pettltt went to Kl Paso last
nlKht to accept a position with a
shoe firm there.
Mrs. James Stlllman and Mrs. Chas
Day. of Aleilo. III., ure the guest of
friends lu this city.
Attorney O. N". Marron has returned
from Santa Fe, where he spent yes
terday on business.
Warren (Iraham was among the
Albuqueniue citizens who visited the
Capital City yesterday.
James Halliday, of the
ntflce on the ISurlington railroad
at Mccook, Neb., is in the city.
Judge Nesbltt and Mr. Woodward
two well known residents of Estancla,
are in the city today visiting friend..
Mr. Hamlin, a business man of
Deming. N. M.. passed through the
city this morning, en route to tin
east.
Mrs. U. U. Stern and son, who have
been visiting with Mrs. Stern's par
ents in Socorro, have returned to the

MAY SI, HH)T.

ARE

MEAT

o.

erators

rniD.w,

WKATIIKU IXtltH'AST,

'

Mali Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

CATTLE

BARRED

city.

Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Maker of
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes

M

"WaJtovt--

Shoes Make the Feet

Ci,."

N. T. Armijo Building.

Eastman Kodaks

For Service

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan KoJdka free.

For Appearance

HAWLEY

Medium

Priced

Trousers

on

Wm. CHAPLIN
O U

R

G IT A

RAXTE

K

lar or Give

You

Agents For
h'LORSHCIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

M
Nev.-
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T
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T

P
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Just Received

S 12 North Second

a New Pair.

Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less

C P. CRANE

MISS

SptcUlty

of

Street

TICKETS
,

i S.I

122 South Second

B

99

fiOSENPIEI D'

tOUGHT.

SOLD

(S3 EXCHtlCEII

ttoet.tl.n

Ottle.

Tr.Bi.ett.il.

Gu.r.nt...

113

for Repairs

- - -

0
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I
Write
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mtraat
Nortn rirmt Strmat
mouth

cjr

o
o
0

FULLY WARRANTED

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
fjf 119 West Gold

Harvesting Machinery

FINE FOOTWEAR

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trousers and wear them
two months. For every suspender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay you OnO Dol-

0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

The Leading Stationer.

the Market

Wholesale Distributors

49

the Corner

On

The Beat

Room 7.

Prices

Albuquerque, Nev Mexico

rV. R, R, Ave

K

